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V-ZUG Ltd

Swiss perfection for
your home
V-ZUG is Switzerland’s leading brand in household appliances. We have
been developing and producing household appliances in the heart of
Switzerland for over 100 years. Not only do our products make everyday life
easier, they also excite and inspire our customers – for a whole lifetime
of enjoyment.
■

For more than 100 years, we have made it our mission to make everyday
life easier through our high-quality, innovative household appliances.
Whether they are cooking, washing dishes or doing laundry, people
who expect their appliances to deliver more than just the basics need
look no further than V-ZUG. As the Swiss market leader, we live by Swiss
values – and make it possible for people all over the world to experience
these with simple, individual solutions that provide lifelong inspiration
and delight. This is what we mean by “Swiss perfection for your home”.

At home around the world

Nowadays, people all over the world value the innovative strength
so closely associated with Switzerland, the high level of precision we
deliver and the outstanding quality of our premium products. A few
years ago, we decided to reach beyond the national borders and make
our high-quality household appliances available around the world.
Since then, V-ZUG has gained ground in select markets providing
discerning customers with a choice range of premium products and
excellent service.

Established in Switzerland

Switzerland is a nation of inventors, the country of precision watches
and the home of world-famous chocolate. At the centre of all this is the
vibrant and prosperous economic region of Zug. Our roots lie here, at
the very heart of Switzerland – from an ideological point of view as
well as a geographical one. Over the course of our 100-year history,
the distinctive features of our country have merged with the ideals of
our company. To this very day, we still display this pride in our heritage
in our company name. The “V” stands for our history as a galvanising
plant (Verzinkerei in German) and “ZUG” for our commitment to the
Zug region and to Switzerland.
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V-ZUG is building the future

Our location in Switzerland continues to play a key role: in order
to ensure the continued success of our research, development and
production here, we are making our workplace fit for the future. By
2033, there will be an entirely new neighbourhood on our grounds,
which will strengthen the company, the industrial location of Zug and
Switzerland as a manufacturing base. A further milestone was achieved
with the inauguration of our new “Mistral” production facility in 2016.
And the next step for area development has already begun.
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V-ZUG Ltd

Innovation is our
lifeblood – and has
been since 1913
We are always seeking to make household appliances even better, more
economical and more user-friendly. With our innovations and pioneering achievements, we are doing everything we can to revolutionise everyday life.
■

Our factory leads the way in quality standards with its manageable
size. We are able to make use of this flexibility and proximity to the
market to anticipate the future needs of our customers and deliver a
consistent response to them in our product development. Thanks to the
Swiss art of engineering and a good nose for trends, our research and
development team is able to create new appliances or functions and
perfect our existing ones. The result? Innovations for the whole world
that make domestic life easier.

■■

feature automatic programmes that make life easier for our customers.
While highly complex technology carries out your requests in the
background, it is also possible for you to take control with simple
applications. This is why you can start a programme with just the
push of a button.
■■

Sustainability: Our appliances don’t just conserve resources, they

also boast a longer-than-average service life and guarantee very high
investment security. If ever you needed further confirmation that you’ve
chosen the right brand, then we offer an additional networking solution
for numerous existing appliances. This allows you to take advantage
of software updates and access recipes and information on external
output media, such as your smartphone.
■■

Value: You can see, feel and hear the high quality, reliability and

value of V-ZUG appliances. Our top-class technology ensures your
appliance always benefits from the premium quality it deserves – for
a long service life and consistently perfect results.
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Health and safety: Our appliances not only make your feel good, but

also have an air of cleanliness. As well as simplifying food preparation,
they are simple and safe to clean – for a healthy lifestyle and practical
operation.

Our fields of innovation
■■

Simplexity: Our appliances are simple and quick to operate, and

■■

■■

Top performance: V-ZUG appliances offer top performance in each
of their respective categories. While our products are designed for
private households, they are also used in professional kitchens: even
top chefs appreciate the outstanding performance and quality our
premium appliances deliver.
Customisation: Thanks to our flexible manufacturing processes, we

can respond to what our customers want with our products and
services. This is already possible today, but the future is set to bring
us many more opportunities for individualisation. We therefore offer
a wide range of appliances that are suitable for every need and
every living situation. Quite simply, you’ll always be right at home
with V-ZUG.
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V-ZUG Ltd

Our contribution
to the future
As a responsible stakeholder, we advocate sustainability in the economy,
in society and in the environment. In the area of the environment in particular,
we are already one step ahead of the industry thanks to our innovative strength
and technological expertise.
■

PRESTIGE eco
51045

V-ZUG AG

Household appliances account for a large proportion of the energy
and water we use in our day-to-day lives. It is therefore no surprise
that energy efficiency plays an important role when deciding which
appliance to buy. Anyone who has invested in a cutting-edge V-ZUG
appliance saves valuable resources every day, which is also kinder
to the household budget. We support people who believe in the
importance of a responsible lifestyle: for example, V-ZUG is the first
company in the world to equip dishwashers, washing machines and
dryers with a heat pump – thus reaching new low levels of energy
consumption in these appliances. We are also an active member of
the FEA (the Swiss association for household and commercial electrical
appliances) and the industry’s only leading partner in the Minergie
group for resource-efficient living and working.
EcoManagement – taking responsibility

154

203

73

35
H7.4318-2

You can read how much electricity
your appliance consumes directly
on the energy label. Most V-ZUG
appliances are in the top energy
efficiency classes from A to A+++.

We raise awareness and motivate users to make their households more
environmentally friendly on a day-to-day basis. The EcoManagement
solution comprises a range of functions that enable you to check the
water and electricity consumption of your appliances straight away
so that you can select the most economical programmes. Washing
machines and dryers, for instance, can show you the projected energy
and water consumption for a specific programme and then inform you
about actual consumption levels after the end of the programme. What’s
more, washing machines and dryers also feature an Eco button that
can be activated in addition to any other programme. This makes the
programme take a little longer but consume less energy.
Concious commitment to sustainability – even during
manufacturing

Awarded Singapore's highest
energy efficiency rating
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Our commitment starts at an even earlier stage – during the production
process. We have set our factory in Zug an ambitious target. By 2020,
we want our production to be completely CO2 neutral. And we are
already well on the way to achieving this. All of the power we use
for production is already in hydroelectric form, a renewable energy
source. To add to this, we run one of the largest private photovoltaic
systems in the canton at our ZUGgate logistics centre. Along with further
energy-saving measures in the building, this ensures that our entire
logistics centre is self-supporting when it comes to the environment.

ECO

Standby

Thanks to EcoStandby, electricity
consumption is automatically reduced
to a minimum after a cooking process
or a programme has ended – the
safety features remain active despite
this. Many V-ZUG appliances have this
intelligent energy saving feature.
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V-ZUG Ltd

Appliance sizes for
every kitchen

Individual and
convenient operation
Whether you’re looking for something simple or a little more extravagant:
our appliances offer the right setting for every need.

Our appliances are available in a standard width of 60 cm, so they can be
perfectly integrated in any kitchen. You can choose the height and combine
several different appliances for a flexible solution.

■

■

Operating modes
■■

■■

Our appliances can be individually combined to suit every lifestyle:
perhaps you’d like a single appliance that can take care of everything,
or maybe even two cooking spaces for extra flexibility. Whatever you’re
looking for, there are so many combinations to choose from that can
be tailored exactly to suit your needs. We will be happy to advise you
further in one of our ZUGORAMAs.

Display
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Navigation through the menu
Key settings at a glance
Current operation mode displayed
Several language options
Touch operation (MSLQ)

The right settings for individual
cooking
Standard operating modes and extra
functions (depending on the model)

GourmetGuide
■■

■■

■■

Simple preparation thanks to automatic
programmes
Fantastic results without stress or chaos
The right settings for cooking with support

Steam

Vacuisine

PowerSteam

Professional baking

Hot air

BakeOmatic

Hot air humid

Soft roasting

Hot air with steaming

RegenerateOmatic

PizzaPlus

Defrosting

Top/bottom heat

Recipes

Top/bottom heat humid

Own recipes

Bottom heat

Keep warm

Grill

Hygiene

Regeneration

Wellness

PowerRegeneration

Central adjusting knob
60 cm

■■

45 cm

■■

■■

60 cm
The standard size is available in the
following categories:
Combi-Steam MSLQ, Combair-Steam
and ovens.
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Used to switch on and control
the appliance
Precise settings thanks to the
easy-to-use knob
Both turn and push settings

EasyCook
■■

■■

■■

Tips on settings with suggested operating mode
For less experienced users
Over 100 handy default
settings

60 cm
The compact class models are
available in the following categories:
combi-steam cookers, ovens,
microwaves and the Coffee-Center.
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V-ZUG Ltd

To us, design means
much more than
aesthetics
Falling in love with a beautiful design at first sight is one thing, but this love also
has to last – whether you’re using the product or cleaning it. This all-encompassing design philosophy is one of the elementary components in the quality of our
premium appliances.
■

Design is the art of bringing together function and aesthetics – although
it’s no coincidence that our main focus is on the functional aspect: We
are always designing new appliances and programmes inspired by
the idea of making users’ day-to-day lives easier, no matter what their
situation. This not only includes intelligent functions but also simple
and ergonomic access to them. A good design therefore also includes
whether the water container in a steam cooker is simple to remove
and re-insert.
Timeless elegance

A visually appealing design is the perfect finishing touch: we have been
stripping our appliances back to the essentials for over 100 years. Clear
shapes and high-quality materials make sure that products appear modern and timeless so that they can be used in flexible combinations. Our
design process results in household appliances which not only improve
users’ lives but also make them a whole lot easier and more exciting.

Black Glass
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V-ZUG Ltd

High-quality design
and modern controls

Handle options

Our range of kitchen appliances are equipped with a solid metal black
handle. For people who want even more style and elegance, our latest
line of appliances also includes models with a retractable handle.

All of our products have one thing in common: straight-forward
design and a high standard of quality.
■

Black handle

From cutting-edge to tried-and-tested: displays

The display on your appliance will vary depending on which convenience level you choose. The latest-generation models feature an exciting
full-colour graphic display, whereas the classic models in our range are
fitted with a tried-and-tested digital display. You can choose from the
following options:
Full-colour graphic display (with/without touch control): The highest
convenience level includes a graphic display with colour background
images. You operate the appliance using a central adjusting knob
and touch buttons. The Combi-Steam MSLQ even has touch controls
on the display itself.
Graphic display: Appliances from the medium convenience levels use
text and symbols to tell you about the options selected. You operate
the appliance using a central adjusting knob and touch buttons.

■■

■■

Retractable handle

Full-colour graphic display

Graphic display
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Combi-steam
cookers and
steam cookers

Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

A combi-steam cooker
or steam cooker can
change your life
Steam in its most effective form: with their simple yet varied applications,
our combi-steam cookers and steam cookers make both cooking and dining
more enjoyable.
■

A healthy lifestyle starts on your plate

What you eat can have a major impact on your vitality, energy and
general well-being – and this is something that’s incredibly important
to us. A V-ZUG steam cooker is the perfect tool to help you to cultivate
a healthy and modern lifestyle. After all, unpressurised cooking with
steam is the gentlest method of preparing food. As many vitamins,
minerals, micronutrients and the food’s natural colours and flavours
are retained as possible. A steam cooker is the ideal tool for balanced
and healthy cooking.
One appliance – many options

A combi-steam cooker from V-ZUG makes work in the kitchen easier,
saves time and provides inspiration. There is no burning or overcooking
food with these practical appliances. You can thus steam several different ingredients simultaneously in the same cooking space. Steaming
vegetables is probably the best-known application. But did you know
that you can also bake like a professional, make yoghurt from scratch
or sterilise baby items and jam jars? A reliable companion, morning,
noon and night.
Clean in no time at all

The appliances are very low-maintenance: By producing the steam in an
external steam generator, only pure steam enters the cooking chamber
and limescale stains are prevented from appearing in the first place. The
appliance also suggests the ideal time to descale the steam generator,
with the special descaling programme guiding you step-by-step through
the descaling process. A climate sensor also monitors the moisture when
steam cooking and ensures there is little to no water remaining at the
end. Simply wipe over the smooth surface with a cloth – that’s all it
takes to prepare your steam cooker for round two!
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Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

Get inspired by your
combi-steam cooker
Your combi-steam cooker is really easy to use: expert and ambitious amateur
cooks can design their own cooking process manually. For everyone else,
the appliance comes with a range of intelligent programmes and handy
default settings.
■

We have the ideal operating mode for all your needs, from hot air and
steaming to a grill with forced convection. And once you have learned
the ideal cooking conditions for certain foods and ingredients, along
with which features to apply, you can use the combi-steam cooker to
produce dishes of the highest standard. This is where the default settings
come into play, as you can find the perfect setting with just the touch
of a button. And then there’s the GourmetGuide, which allows you to
prepare complex dishes yourself at the touch of another button – it’s
simply amazing.

� Steam

� BakeOmatic

� Regeneration

� Professional baking

Gentle steaming means that only the amount of steam which the food
can absorb is supplied. This operating mode is particularly suited for
preparing vegetables gently, and can be used instead of a bain marie.
Valuable vitamins and minerals are not lost and flavours are retained.
Our steam cookers can even be used to steam for up to one hour without
topping up the water.
Suitable for: vegetables, fish, egg dishes, crème brûlée, rice

The cooking space is heated by steam and hot air. The food is heated
gently without drying it out: the perfect alternative to the microwave.
Suitable for: Warming dishes

� Hot air with steaming

The combination of hot air and steam cooks the food evenly and quickly
without drying it out, so that it remains succulent. The water tank does
not need topping up for this process, and it is not necessary to adjust
the steam supply – the sensors control this automatically.
Suitable for: chicken nuggets & fries (wedges), potatoes au gratin,
roasted vegetables, baked goods containing yeast

� Hot air humid

BakeOmatic prepares food entirely automatically. Up to 15 different
types of food – from baked goods and bread right through to cake
– can be placed inside the appliance without the need for any further
input. Using unique sensor technology, the appliance detects the weight
and size of the dish before automatically selecting the most appropriate
settings.
Suitable for: aperitif nibbles, gratins, flans, cakes

Thanks to the steam phase and the hot air phase that follows automatically, leavened items and puff pastries are light and airy, with a nice,
shiny crust. And you no longer need to brush puff pastries with egg
before baking. Thanks to the supply of steam, the dish doesn’t dry out,
so you can bake like a professional!
Suitable for: tarte tatin with puff pastry, beef Wellington, bread, plaited
bread

� Soft roasting

The soft roasting function allows high-quality pieces of meat to be
prepared gently – for perfect results. The settings are controlled automatically so that you don’t have anything to worry about.
Suitable for: beef, veal, lamb, pork

By closing the active ventilation flap, only a minimal amount of steam
escapes from the cooking space. The food thus retains its moisture
perfectly, making it particularly ideal for stews.
Suitable for: ragouts, stews, curries, ratatouilles
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Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

Vacuisine© – take a
journey of culinary
discovery from your
own home
Sous vide refers to a process of cooking dishes slowly in vacuum-sealed
bags using steam at low temperatures. This method is used in the world’s
best restaurants, as it provides a unique experience in terms of taste,
texture, freshness and appearance.

Andreas Caminada
Schloss Schauenstein, Fürstenau
19 Gault Millau points, 3 Michelin stars

■

Sous vide cooking with the combi-steam cooker

Perfect your dishes with Vacuisine – everything from flavour to quality
and freshness to appearance. Previously confined to the world of
professional cuisine, you can now use this cooking method at home
thanks to the combi-steam cooker. Cooking under a vacuum – generally
known as sous vide or Vacuisine at V-ZUG – requires constant and
precise temperature control. Our combi-steam cooker, with its innovative
technology, is the perfect solution. With the combi-steam cooker, you
can achieve the perfect results when cooking with steam below 100 °C
thanks to temperature control right down to the exact degree. We
also have the ideal appliance for vacuum-packing your meals: Further
information about the vacuum drawer can be found on page 56.
Perfectly cooked meat with Vacuisine

With Vacuisine, food is prepared with greater reliability and precision:
thanks to special sealing pads, you can now also use the food probe
of your combi-steam cooker with Vacuisine. The pads make it possible
to insert the probe into the meat without losing the vacuum so the food
probe temperature can be precisely monitored at all times. The food
probe visualises the actual temperature and will also tell you exactly
when the meat has been cooked to perfection.

Tanja Grandits
Restaurant Stucki, Basel
18 Gault Millau points, 2 Michelin stars
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Franck Giovannini
Restaurant L’Hôtel de Ville, Crissier
19 Gault Millau points, 3 Michelin stars

Vacuisine© – a popular choice even for top chefs

Working closely with Switzerland’s top chefs, we bring sous vide cooking to private kitchens. Even experienced professionals are impressed
by the ease of using Vacuisine and its outstanding results.

Walter Klose
Restaurant Gupf, Rehetobel
17 Gault Millau points, 1 Michelin star
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Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

Steaming with the
premium appliance
The Combi-Steam MSLQ is the only one of its kind in the world
and allows you to cook both more quickly and more gently.
■

Of all our combi-steam cookers, one appliance in particular really
stands out: the Combi-Steam MSLQ combines three heating methods,
namely conventional heat, steam and microwave, and is thus the only
one of its kind in the world.

� PowerSteam

Shortens the cooking time by approx. 25 to 30 % in comparison to
standard steaming for certain types of vegetables. In comparison to
cooking, this process is up to 30 % more efficient at retaining minerals
and vitamin C.

� PowerRegeneration

Reduces the time required to heat ready meals by around 25 % in
comparison to standard regeneration. This means the quality of the
food is rated even more highly.

� PowerPlus

Thanks to PowerPlus, any operating mode can be combined with the microwave. By adjusting the power to the appropriate level, from 1 to 10,
it is possible to reduce the cooking time by 30 to 75 % in comparison
to conventional cooking.
Weihenstephan-Triesdorf University of Applied Sciences
confirms

“The Combi-Steam MSLQ can be used for quick and gentle cooking
with PowerSteam and quick regeneration with PowerRegenerate.”
Be inspired

Try it for yourself – we are sure you will love it. This all-in-one appliance
offers everything you need for a healthy lifestyle and inspires you on a
daily basis with its wide range of possibilities. Try out our QueenSteam
recipes and treat your loved ones to outstandingly good cooking.

Combi-Steamers
An appliance for every taste
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Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

Added convenience
with a mains water
supply
Our combi-steam cooker with a mains water supply guarantees even
easier operation and perfect results. Thanks to the built-in water supply
and drainage, you always have fresh water when using the steam mode.
Combi-Steam MSLQ
■

Steam reduction function

A quick press of this button during operation enables you to reduce
steam within a short space of time – for example, to place more food
into the cooking space. At the end of the cooking process, this function
is applied automatically so that you can take your food out of the
combi-steam cooker straight away.
Advantages of a mains water supply
■■

■■

■■

■■

Easier operation without having to refill the water tank
Easier to clean the cooking space floor
Clear view of the cooking space in just a few seconds thanks to the
steam reduction function
The integrated water tank is then only needed for automatic cleaning
(descaling)

Combi-Steam MSLQ

The premium product that combines an oven,
steam cooker and microwave in a single
appliance.

Accessories
–	Recipe book «Baking treats»
(J21021923)
– Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)		

Functions

�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Steam combi mode
Microwave
Top/bottom heat combi mode
Hot air combi mode
PizzaPlus combi mode
Grill combi mode
Hot air with steaming combi mode
Grill/forced convection combi mode
Top/bottom heat humid combi mode
Bottom heat combi mode
Hot air humid combi mode
Regenerate combi mode
PowerRegenerate
PowerSteam
GourmetGuide
Vacuisine
Professional baking
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
RegenerateOmatic
Defrost

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Recipes
Own recipes
EasyCook
Favourites
Keep warm
Hygiene
Wellness
Plate warming
Fast heating
Inversion technology
Languages

–	Perforated plastic cooking tray, 1/3 GN
325x177x52 mm (WxDxH)
(K40199)		
– Hardened glass dish
380x451x25 mm (WxDxH)
(K22503)		

Operation and display

r
Ou enm
om n
c
e
r
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dat

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic touch display
– Loudspeakers with signals
Combi-Steam or Combair-Steam?

Whether for a food lover, a large family, a business woman, a stay-at-home husband or a professional baker,
our steam cookers can be combined in different ways to suit every lifestyle. If you’re a passionate foodie, then
we recommend the Combi-Steam MSLQ as the cream of the crop when it comes to combi-steam cookers. Or
perhaps you like to keep things simpler and would prefer a reliable companion for everyday use, in which case
our Combair-Steam SL is just what you need. Alternatively, if you’d like an appliance that combines perfectly
with an oven, then go for a Combi-Steam XSL. We would be delighted to help you find the perfect combination
to suit your needs.
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Energy
Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Electronic
Steam System
(ESS)

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 598 × 596 × 569 mm
Connected load 5.7 or 3.7kW
Black glass CSTMSLQZ60g/2301571002

Features and accessories from page 138
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Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

Combair-Steam SL

Combair-Steam SL

Combi-Steam XSL

Combi-Steam XSLF

Steam XSL

Premium combination appliance for baking
and steaming, everything you could ask for.

Options

Steaming and baking in a single appliance –
the most popular combi-steam cooker in the
V-ZUG range.

Practical: thanks to the fixed water
connection, there is no need to refill the
water container.

A high-quality steam cooker that boasts an
impressive amount of cooking space and a
regeneration function.

Functions

Functions

Functions

Functions

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Steam
Hot air
Hot air humid
Hot air with steaming
PizzaPlus
Top and/or bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Grill
Grill/forced convection
Regenerate/reheat
GourmetGuide
Vacuisine
Professional baking
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
RegenerateOmatic
Recipes
Own recipes
EasyCook
Favourites
Keep warm
Hygiene
Wellness
Plate warming
Fast heating
Languages

– Retractable handle Combair-Steam SL
(2301371042)
Combair-Steam SL
Accessories
–	Recipe book «Baking Treats»
(J21021923)		
– Set Roller runner (K50880)
– Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)		

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Steam
Hot air
Hot air humid
Hot air with steaming
Regenerate/reheat
GourmetGuide
Vacuisine
Professional baking
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
RegenerateOmatic
Recipes
Own recipes
EasyCook
Favourites
Keep warm
Hygiene
Wellness
Languages

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Steam
Hot air
Hot air humid
Hot air with steaming
PizzaPlus
Top and/or bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Grill
Grill/forced convection
Regenerate
GourmetGuide
Professional baking
Own recipes
EasyCook
Favourites
Keep warm
Hygiene
Wellness
Steam reduction
Languages

Steam 40 °C/defrost
Steam 80 °C
Steam 90 °C
Steam 100 °C
Regenerate/reheat 80 °C – 150 °C
EasyCook
Languages

Operation and display

Operation and display

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

Energy

Energy

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals
Energy
Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Energy
efficiency

Electronic
Steam System
(ESS)

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Electronic
Steam System
(ESS)

Energy
efficiency

Energy
ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Electronic
Steam System
(ESS)

ECO

Standby

Electronic
Steam System
(ESS)

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 598 × 596 × 569 mm
Connected load 3.7kW
Black glass CSSLZ60g/2301271002

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 3.7kW
Black glass CSTXSLZ60g/2300571002

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 3.7kW
Black glass CSTXSLZ60Fg/2300771002

(H × W × D): 454 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 3.7kW
Black glass STXSLZ60g/2302362002
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Features and accessories from page 138
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Combi-steam cookers and steam cookers

Steam HSE

Steam HSE

The steam cooker is an ideal addition to the
oven. For stress-free and versatile cooking.

Accessories
– Telescopic dual runner (K40210)
– Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)		

Functions

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Steam 40 °C/defrost
Steam 80 °C
Steam 90 °C
Steam 100 °C
EasyCook
Favourites
Languages

Steam XSL
Accessories
– Telescopic dual runner (K40211)
– Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)		
Combi-Steam XSL
Options

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Signal

– Retractable handle Combi-Steam XSL
(2300671042)
–	Telescopic dual runner
(K40211)		
–	Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)		

Energy
ECO

Standby

Electronic
Steam System
(ESS)

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 379 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 2.2kW
Black glass STHSEZ60g/2300261002

Features and accessories from page 139
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Ovens

Ovens

Savour the
opportunities
The large range of ovens and hobs opens up an array of new possibilities: the
diverse range of functions – some of which are V-ZUG innovations – support a
healthy lifestyle, opening the door to culinary discovery.
■

We offer the ideal operating mode for all your needs, from hot air
(with dry or humid options) and top/bottom heat to a grill with forced
convection. And once you have learned the ideal cooking conditions
for certain foods and ingredients, along with which features to apply,
you can use the oven to cook and bake dishes of the highest standard.
This is where the EasyCook default settings come into play, as you
can find the perfect setting with just the touch of a button. And then
there’s the GourmetGuide, which allows you to prepare complex dishes
automatically at the touch of another button – it’s simply amazing.

� PizzaPlus

The cooking space is heated by hot air and intensive bottom heat. The
base of the food becomes crispy and thus there is no longer any need
to pre-bake it.
Suitable for: pizza, flans

� BakeOmatic

The BakeOmatic function consists of 15 programmes (depending on the
model). This operating mode is fully automatic and requires no manual
inputs. Using unique sensor technology, the appliance will automatically
detect the weight and size of the dish and will select the best sequence
of the various operating modes accordingly.
Suitable for: aperitif nibbles, gratins, flans, cakes

� Hot air humid

By closing the active ventilation flap (SL level models), only a minimum
amount of steam escapes from the cooking space. The food thus retains
its moisture perfectly, making it particularly ideal for stews.
Suitable for: ragouts, stews, curries, ratatouilles

� Soft roasting

The soft roasting function allows high-quality pieces of meat to be
prepared gently – for perfect results. The settings are controlled automatically so that you don’t have anything to worry about.
Soft roasting is available with the following combinations:
With grill
With rotisserie spit
With food probe
Suitable for: beef, veal, lamb, pork
■■

■■

■■
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Ovens

Cook and bake with
ease, clean without
the stress
Our ovens have been designed to make sure that every process is as easy as
possible. Thanks to their equipment and exquisite materials, all cooking and
baking is fun, even the cleaning up afterwards.
■

Effortless cleaning with pyrolysis

Fully equipped for easy operation

Your oven practically cleans itself thanks to pyrolytic self-cleaning: this
cleaning technology heats up the cooking space so that any dirt is
transformed into ash. All you need is a damp cloth to wipe away any
ash without a great deal of effort. However, even ovens without pyrolytic
self-cleaning are easy to clean, thanks to the use of special materials,
such as V-ZUG’s robust brilliant enamel. Some appliances are also fitted
with a high-tech TopClean coating to make sure that remnants are less
likely to stick to the cooking space or baking tray.

With the practical wire lining, you can feel even more secure when
sliding your baking trays and wire shelves in and out. Thanks to the
special design, your food will stop tipping over or sliding around. For
even more convenient handling, you can also equip your oven with
a robust fully extending runner: this allows you to pull your rack of
dishes and cakes all the way out of the cooking space in a safe and
simple movement. This convenient addition is available for ovens from
convenience level SE. The tried and tested roller runners are available
for all other ovens and cookers.
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Do I still need an oven?

Absolutely! If you have various different requirements, appreciate healthy food and like to prepare meals quickly,
then a tower combination sounds like the ideal choice for you. This lets you soft roast meat in the Combi-Steam,
for example, while at the same time preparing a gratin in the Combair. But did you know that you can also soft
roast meat in the Combair? What’s more, the hot air humid operating mode allows you to conjure up the most
delicious stews, for example, like no other appliance.
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Combair SLP

Combair SL

Combair SLP and Combair SL

The perfect oven for meat-lovers, with practical
self-cleaning and a colour graphic display.

A premium appliance with an elegant
retractable handle and colour graphic display
to inspire you everyday.

Functions

Functions

Accessories
–	Telescopic set triple runner
(K40207)
–	Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)
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Hot air humid
Hot air
PizzaPlus
Top/bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Bottom heat
Grill/forced convection
Grill
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
GourmetGuide
EasyCook
Recipes
Own recipes
Favourites
Keep warm
Plate warming
Fast heating
Pyrolysis
Languages
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Hot air humid
Hot air
PizzaPlus
Top/bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Bottom heat
Grill/forced convection
Grill
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
GourmetGuide
EasyCook
Recipes
Own recipes
Favourites
Keep warm
Plate warming
Fast heating
Languages

Operation and display

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

EneEnergy

Energy

Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 598 × 596 × 569 mm
Connected load 3.4kW
Black glass BCSLPZ60g/2102561002

H × W × D: 598 × 596 × 569 mm
Connected load 3.4kW
Black glass BCSLZ60Yg/2102961042
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Ovens

Combair SE

Combair SE

Combair XSLP

Combair XSL

Combair XSLP and XSL

The most popular oven in the range – either
on its own or in combination with a combisteam cooker.

Accessories
–	Telescopic set triple runner
(K40207)
–	Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)
–	Recipe book «Baking Treats»
(J21021923)

The ideal addition to a combi-steam cooker
– with a compact design and practical selfcleaning.

This compact appliance is recommended for
meat lovers and is the perfect partner to a
matching combi-steam cooker with retractable
handle.

Accessories
–	Roller triple runner
(K40208)
–	Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)

Functions

Functions

Functions
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Hot air humid
Hot air
PizzaPlus
Top/bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Bottom heat
Grill/forced convection
Grill
Soft roasting
GourmetGuide
EasyCook
Own recipes
Favourites
Keep warm
Plate warming
Fast heating
Languages
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�

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Signal

Energy
Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby
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Features and accessories from page 144
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Hot air humid
Hot air
PizzaPlus
Top/bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Bottom heat
Grill/forced convection
Grill
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
GourmetGuide
EasyCook
Recipes
Own recipes
Favourites
Keep warm
Plate warming
Fast heating
Languages

Operation and display

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeakers with signals

Energy

Energy

Energy
efficiency

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 598 × 596 × 569 mm
Connected load 3.4kW
Black glass BCSEZ60g/2101661002

Hot air humid
Hot air
PizzaPlus
Top/bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Bottom heat
Grill/forced convection
Grill
BakeOmatic
Soft roasting
GourmetGuide
EasyCook
Recipes
Own recipes
Favourites
Keep warm
Plate warming
Fast heating
Pyrolysis
Languages

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Climate Control
System (CCS)

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 3.3kW
Black glass BCXSLPZ60g/2102861002

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 3.3kW
Black glass BCXSLZ60g/2103061042
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Compact ovens
Ovens

Combair XSE

Combair XSE

The most popular compact oven – the perfect
complement to a combi-steam cooker.

Accessories
–	Roller triple runner
(K40208)
–	Angle set for installing double oven
(K50572)
–	Recipe book «Baking Treats»
(J21021923)

Functions
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Hot air humid
Hot air
PizzaPlus
Top/bottom heat
Top/bottom heat humid
Bottom heat
Grill/forced convection
Grill
Soft roasting
GourmetGuide
EasyCook
Own recipes
Favourites
Keep warm
Plate warming
Fast heating
Languages

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Signal

Energy
Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 568 mm
Connected load 3.3kW
Black glass BCXSEZ60g/2101761002
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Features and accessories from page 144
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drawers

Perfectly integrated
drawers

INN

OVATI

ON

The vacuum, warming and system drawers are the ideal accompaniment
to ovens and steam cookers. A vacuum drawer allows you to incorporate
innovative vacuum technology within your own kitchen.
■

Vacuum technology is conquering the world’s kitchens

Straightforward design and sophisticated functions

Warming drawers – adding luxury to everyday cooking

The perfect host

The vacuum drawer allows you to introduce a technical innovation
to your home that is sure to bring a whole host of culinary delights. It
allows you to vacuum-packed meals in special bags – either for storing
in the fridge or in preparation for sous vide cooking. Vacuum-packing
has a number of key advantages. The quality of the food remains intact
up to five times longer, while vitamins, flavours, minerals and colours
are all preserved.

Unlike most appliances, our vacuum drawer creates a vacuum not only
in the bag itself, but also in the entire chamber within the drawer. This
means that no pressure difference can affect the food when the vacuum
is created. It also means that you can vacuum-pack liquid foods, such
as soups or sauces, and dishes with a high liquid content.
You have a choice between three levels of vacuum-packing
Level 1 is recommended for liquids and fruit
Level 2 is suitable for fish and vegetables
Level 3 is ideal for vacuum-packing meat and frozen food

Our warming drawers are the ideal accompaniment to our range of
ovens, steam cookers, and the Coffee-Center. In fact, we have completely redesigned and upgraded them for added convenience and a
touch of luxury at home.

The warming drawer not only helps you to be the perfect host by taking
the chill off your plates, it also offers a low-temperature cooking facility
for prime cuts of meat.

■■

■■

Vacuum-packing – for everyday meals or the perfect
dinner

The vacuum drawer can be used on a number of different occasions
in day-to-day life: users can, for example, blanch vegetables from their
own garden or turn them into a soup, vacuum-pack the food in sensible
portions and then store it in the fridge or freezer compartment for longer
periods without any loss of quality. You also have the option of buying
in larger amounts of meat. Even preserving jars can be vacuum-sealed
in the drawer. And with an accessories set for external containers
included in the delivery, you can also vacuum-seal pressure-sensitive
food and bottles.

■■

Premium-quality features
New functions for added convenience

If the optimised heating concept doesn’t already win you over, then
the practical touch control that makes it even easier to operate your
warming drawer surely will. The operating panel now includes new
features such as warm cups, warm plates, keep warm, prepare yoghurt
and a favourites button.

The high-quality drawers are equipped with an easy-clean, stainless-steel
interior along with a roller runner for maximum convenience. The new
internal lighting also means nothing is hidden from sight.

Favourite applications at the touch of a button

You can now set times and temperatures on an individual basis and
save these for your favourite applications. If you often heat up tortillas
or defrost frozen foods for your meals, for example, you can simply
save your most frequently used settings under Favourites.
Perfect coffee indulgence

For some people, there’s no better feeling than starting the day with
a perfect cappuccino. With the warm cups function, coffee lovers can
now enjoy their hot drink exactly as it should be.
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Nice-to-have or the perfect addition?

Whether you’re interested in a vacuum, system or warming drawer, these appliances offer a whole host of exciting
applications for your kitchen. A vacuum drawer allows you to incorporate the versatile vacuum technology into
your own kitchen, while the new warming drawer adds a real touch of luxury to your everyday cooking.
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VACUUM AND Warming drawers

Vacuum drawer 144

Vacuum drawer 144

Warming drawer 220

Warming drawer 144

Warming drawer

Combines perfectly with the Combi-Steam XSL
for a full gourmet solution.

Accessories
–	Vacuum bags 50 pcs. 180 × 280 mm
(1012506)
–	Vacuum bags 50 pcs. 240 × 350 mm
(1012507)

The large capacity drawer combined with an
oven will make meals even more popular.

A very popular model and the perfect partner
for the combi-steam cooker or Coffee-Centre.

Accessories
–Angle set for installing double ovens
(K50572)

Functions

Functions

Features

�
�
�
�
�

– 3 vacuum-sealing levels
– Vacuum-packing external containers
– Vacuum-packing liquids
– Roller runner with SoftClose
– Push/pull system
– SoftTouch operation
–	Chrome steel interior (95 × 350 × 258 mm)
– Bag support
– Accessories set for external containers
– Vacuum bags:
50 pcs. 180 × 280 mm
50 pcs. 240 × 350 mm

Plate warming function
Warm cups
Keep warm
Yoghurt
Favourites

�
�
�
�
�

Plate warming function
Warm cups
Keep warm
Yoghurt
Favourites

Features

Features

–	Capacity: Crockery for 15 people or 30
plates (27 cm diameter)
– Chrome steel interior
– Base with hot plate
–	Additional heater with cross-flow fan for preheating crockery
–	Electronic temperature control with optical
operating display, 6 levels
– Adjustable operating time of up to 6 hours
–	Temperature range: around 30–80 °C,
glass surface temperature
– Push/pull system

–	Capacity: Crockery for 6 people or 14
plates (27 cm diameter)
– Chrome steel interior
– Base with hot plate
–	Additional heater with cross-flow fan for preheating crockery
–	Electronic temperature control with optical
operating display, 6 levels
– Adjustable operating time of up to 6 hours
–	Temperature range: around 30–80 °C,
glass surface temperature
– Push/pull system

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 218 × 596 × 547 mm
Connected load 0.81kW
Black glass WS60220g/3401960022

H × W × D: 142 × 596 × 547 mm
Connected load 0.81kW
Black glass WS60144g/3401760022

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 142 × 596 × 547 mm
Connected load 0.32kW
Black glass VS60144g/3600160022

Features and accessories from page 146
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Microwaves

A reliable and multi-
faceted companion
for everyday life
Baking bread, making a cheesecake, defrosting a meal: our microwaves can be
used to prepare the widest array of meals so that they retain their vitamins without
using any grease or salt. Discover a whole world of useful functions.

Miwell-Combi XSL

Miwell HSL

A microwave that features additional oven
functions thanks to its hot air and grill.

A high-performance deluxe model with plenty
of familiar applications.

Operating modes

Operating modes

■

The favourites button – your favourite programme at the

AutomaticPlus – the automatic programme

touch of a button

Achieve the perfect results in an instant, thanks to up to 31 automatic
programmes – whether you are defrosting foods properly with
PerfectDefrost, heating food, crispy baking, baking, cooking, melting
or thawing.

You can use this function to store your favourite programme,
so that you can access it quickly and easily.
Hot air – produce a gratin in half the time

With the hot air operating mode, your microwave provides a quick
and easy way to bake bread and puff pastry. Furthermore, with the
combi mode, your microwave can prepare food in half the time of a
normal oven.
CombiCrunch – for crisp, golden brown dishes

Automatic regeneration – simple and automatic

The 45 line is the only range to offer microwaves with an automatic
regeneration function: simply reheat your ready-made dishes at the
touch of a button. You don’t even need to pick an operating mode,
temperature or duration.
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Microwave
Hot air
Grill
Grill/forced convection
CombiCrunch
Favourites
AutomaticPlus
Defrost
Automatic regeneration
Fast heating
Languages
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Microwave
Grill
CombiCrunch
Favourites
AutomaticPlus
Defrost
Languages

Operation and display

Operation and display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display

– Touch buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 567 mm
Connected load 2.8kW
Black glass MWCXSL60g/240096

H × W × D: 378 × 596 × 470 mm
Connected load 2.3kW
Black glass MWHSL60g/2400661000

This operating mode combines a microwave and a grill. Thanks to the
CombiCrunch plate, your pizzas and cheesecakes will be beautifully
golden brown on the top and perfectly crispy at the bottom.
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Coffee-Center

Pure coffee
indulgence
The V-ZUG Coffee-Center is the ideal appliance for coffee lovers
and passionate baristas. You can master any coffee speciality
with ease, no matter what your favourite is.
■

Inspirational functions that blend in stylishly with your

Easy to operate and maintain

kitchen

The clear touch buttons guarantee intuitive operation in all operating
modes. The brewing process occurs automatically. The text display keeps
you informed about what’s going on and provides handy tips, such as
«Refill water» or «Descale». The integrated milk foamer is rinsed at just the
touch of a button, the milk container can be removed and is suitable for
storing in a fridge. It can also be cleaned in a dishwasher. The integrated
spherical grinder is as quiet as a whisper, for freshly ground coffee
you don’t hear coming.

The art of brewing coffee starts with picking the right bean, the perfect
roast and a blend to suit your personal taste. As a coffee fan or amateur
barista, fully automatic appliances by V-ZUG are the ideal solution:
an intelligent system allows you to choose between ground beans or
fresh bean coffee at any time. What’s more, you can also adjust your
favourite grinder setting and programme the brewing temperature. Five
pre-set coffee strengths ranging from extra mild to very strong allow you
to enjoy a cup of coffee just the way you want it. You can master any
speciality coffee at just the touch of a button. With the built-in, automatic
milk foamer, you can magic up the perfect foam for your cappuccino
or latte. The Coffee-Center not only brews a first-class cup of coffee;
it also impresses with its stylish design that perfectly matches V-ZUG
steam cookers, ovens or microwaves.

Supremo XSL

Supremo XSL

This discreet, fully automatic appliance blends
elegantly into your collection of V-ZUG kitchen
appliances.

Accessories
–Descaler DLS 100 ml
(B28020)

Operating modes

Coffee strength (5 stages)
Cup sizes (3 stages)
1 cup
2 cups
Hot water
Cappuccino
Latte Macchiato
Café Latte
Espresso
Features

–	Height-adjustable coffee dispensing head,
up to 140 mm
– Adjustable grinder setting (13 steps)
– Integrated cleaning programme
– Automatic descaling programme
–	Full colour TFT touch screen
– Integrated cup warmer
– 6 user profiles, each with 6 custom settings
Capacity

Water container 2.4 litres
Bean container 350 g
Grounds container 14 units
Accessories

– Milk tank, 750ml
– Descaler

Energy
Energieeffizienz

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 454 × 596 × 412 mm
Connected load 1.35kW
Black glass CCSXSL60/2500467002
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HOBS

Hobs

Hobs for all tastes
We offer you a choice of hobs depending on your needs
for an ultra-modern lifestyle.
■
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Induction: cutting-edge, safe and energy-saving

Cooking with induction equipment allows you to take advantage of
state-of-the-art technology along with all the convenience that goes with
it. When it comes to speed, energy efficiency and safety, induction hobs
are infinitely superior to their conventional counterparts. By transferring
energy directly to the base of the pan, it’s now possible to cook meals in
record time using a minimal amount of energy. A litre of water is brought
to the boil in around two minutes, allowing you to save up to 30 %
energy in comparison to other hobs. What’s more, this technology also
offers the advantage of only generating heat exactly where it’s needed
– at the base of the pan. The glass around the cooking zone remains
largely cold. This stops you burning pretty much anything and means
that a quick wipe with a damp cloth is all it takes to keep things clean.

A smart combination

Our new MaxiFlex hob features an integrated extraction system that
draws down cooking vapours from right next to your pots and pans.
This appliance is sure to impress with its simple, elegant looks and also
scores points for its structural design. The base of the Fusion hob is highly
compact, leaving just enough room for your pans. The collection tray
can be removed and cleaned in the dishwasher. The OptiLink function
offers yet another highlight, as you can now focus entirely on your
cooking without having to worry about your range hood. The hob and
extraction communicate with each other so that the extraction strength
is automatically regulated. Now isn’t that impressive? If you’re looking
for extra headroom to suit your lifestyle while cooking and prefer
intuitive touch controls on the graphic display, then this is definitely the
hob for you.
Induction hobs for all requirements

Flexible with MaxiFlex

MaxiFlex hobs shine thanks to their intelligent technology. With the latest
induction hobs, you can use pots and pans of all shapes and sizes on
any of the cooking zones. The system detects the size of the pan and
automatically adjusts the cooking zone accordingly.
An unparalleled cooking experience with FullFlex

Cooking with V-ZUG’s original wok pan is fast and gentle. Our Teppan
Yaki also uses induction technology: it is perfectly suited for frying meat
and fish without any fat or oil, or simply for cooking vegetables. If you
would like to cook diverse and adventurous dishes just like a chef in a
professional restaurant, then we have the ideal appliance package for
you. The wok, the Teppan Yaki and an induction hob with two cooking
zones are the perfect combination.

Do you enjoy having unlimited flexibility? If so, you’ll love the induction
hob, as it does away entirely with specified cooking zones. Thanks to
its 48 state-of-the-art inductors, it is able to automatically detect the
position and size of the cookware used. As a result, you can place
up to six pans anywhere you like on the glass ceramic plate. The hob
also comes complete with a full-colour graphic display to help you with
every step of the way – for example, with inspiring background images
featuring creations by top chef Andreas Caminada, or simply with its
straightforward and intuitive operating concept. Boasting incredible
functions such as AutoPowerPlus, it simplifies the entire cooking process
and transforms it into a real experience.
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Hobs

Intuitive controls
We’ve put together some simple and convenient operating concepts for our
induction hobs, so you can sit back and focus on your cooking skills.
■

The premium option: a multilingual graphic display

Featuring a slider control and graphic display, this straightforward
operating concept provides fast and easy access the functions you
need. The clean, clear and attractive display keeps you up-to-date with
what is happening on your hob. Selected induction hobs are available
with this state-of-the-art graphic display.
Convenient:

With a multi-slider direct control solution, you will have a separate
control for each cooking zone. You can clean the controls while you
are cooking without changing the power settings thanks to the special
wipe protection button.
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Hobs

DualDesign and
OptiGlass
In addition to our range of hob technology, we also offer an array of designs
and installation options. The DualDesign makes sure that our hobs fit perfectly in
any kitchen.
■

DualDesign: sophisticated or practical integration

DualDesign (top-mounted)

All hobs feature an innovative concept. The previous bevelled edge and
flush-fitted designs have now been replaced by the DualDesign concept,
permitting the same hob to be both top-mounted and flush-fitted. The
top-mounted version has a glass edge which lends the appliance an
elegant appearance and is highly robust. The flush-fitted version, on the
other hand, is able to integrate seamlessly into every worktop.
OptiGlass: exceptionally resistant

Impressively designed and particularly hard-wearing – these are the
hobs with OptiGlass. A very hard coating ensures your hob stays looking as good as new. Thanks to the mirror glass design, the appliances
from this series perfectly complement the other V-ZUG appliances in
your kitchen.

DualDesign (flush-fitted)
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Induction, Teppan Yak, wok

60er Ansicht
Teppan Yaki GK27 TIYSZ
Druckvorlage:

0000000-00-AA

Erstellt:

31.03.16

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

Druckvorlage:

0000000-00-AA

Erstellt:

31.03.16

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

FullFlex

Fusion

FUSION

GK16TIWSZ

GK17TIYSZ

GK27TIYSZ

This highly flexible hob allows you to have
6 pots and pans on the go all at once.

This ingenious fan is integrated into the hob
and draws the cooking vapours down directly.

An induction wok for quick and gentle
cooking.

Features

Hob features

Accessory for recirculation mode
Recirculation box for base area with activated
charcoal filter package

The Teppan Yaki hob uses induction
technology and is particularly suitable for
frying meat and fish with very little fat or oil.

The Teppan Yaki hob uses induction
technology and is particularly suitable for
frying meat and fish with very little fat or oil.

Features

Features

Features
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AutoPowerPlus
Pause button
Keep warm function
Acoustic timer
Operating time with shut-off function
Wipe protection
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)
ProfiAutomatic
Memory function
Zone connection

Cooking surface area 3185 cm2
Glass: anthracite with protective printing
– 18 power settings
–	 Integrated clock
– Heating function
– Safety package
– Languages
–	Pan detection (10–22 cm)
– TFT colour display
–	Adjustable power input

Included

Premium Teppan Yaki plate
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PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Keep warm function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Operating time with shut-off function
Wipe protection
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)
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Slider control
PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Operating time with switch-off function
Acoustic timer
Wipe protection
Melt function
Button tone settings (on/off)

Fan features
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Metal grease filter cleaning display
Charcoal filter saturation display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Wipe protection
Extracted air
Forced convection
Side exhaust
OptiLink
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Slider control
Operating time with switch-off function
Acoustic timer
Ideal for meat
Ideal for vegetables
Ideal for fish
Zone connection
Button tone settings (on/off)
OptiClean
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Slider control
Operating time with switch-off function
Acoustic timer
Ideal for meat
Ideal for vegetables
Ideal for fish
Zone connection
Button tone settings (on/off)
OptiClean

Max. power with PowerPlus 3000 watts
– 9 power settings
– Safety package

Max. power: 2 × 1400 watts
– 7 temperature levels (70–240 °C)
– 9 power settings
– Safety package

Max. power: 2x 2800 Watt
– 7 temperature levels (70–240 °C)
– 9 power settings
– Safety package

Included

Included

Included

Wok set
(wok, lid, frying insert and bamboo stand)

2 spatulas, 1 stainless cloche

2 spatulas, 1 stainless cloche

Hob
Max. hob power with PowerPlus
2 × 3000 watts/2 × 3700 watts rear
– 9 power settings
– Touch-screen graphic display in 9 languages
– Safety package
–	OptiGlass
–	Pan detection (10–22 cm)
Fan
– 9 power settings and 1 intensive level
– Intensive setting with automatic reset
–	Dishwasher-safe, removable collection tray
featuring an integrated metal grease filter
with approx. 500 ml storage capacity

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

W × D: 897 x 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 11.1 kW

W × D: 761 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 7.4kW

W × D: 384 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connect load 3kW

W × D: 384 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 2.8kW

W × D: 571 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 5.6kW

GK11TIFKZS
DualDesign, flush or top-mounted
GK11TIFKZS/3106261002

GKD46TIMASZO
OptiGlass, DualDesign, flush or top-mounted
GKD46TIMASZO/ 3109461415

Dual Design, flush or top-mounted
GK16TIWSZ/3108860105

Dual Design, flush or top-mounted
GK17TIYSZ/3107660205

Dual Design, flush or top-mounted
GK27TIYSZ/3107760205
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MaxiFlex induction

1018802-AC Ansicht
Induktionskochfeld GK47 TIMPSZ

GK26TIMSZ

Features

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Slider control
PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Keep warm function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Operating time with switch-off function
Wipe protection
Zone connection
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)

GK27TIMSZ

Features

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Slider control
PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Keep warm function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Operating time with switch-off function
Wipe protection
Zone connection
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)

Induction
Accessories
–	Intermediate support: bridge for hob
combinations, flush-fitting
H63789
–	Intermediate support: bridge for hob
combinations, supported, black
1019199

Druckvorlage:

10188021-AC

Erstellt:

12.05.16

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

GK47TIMPSZ

GK46TIMSZO

This hobs is fitted with OptiGlass.

Features

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Slider control
PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Keep warm function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Operating time with switch-off function
Wipe protection
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)

Features

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Slider control
PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Keep warm function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Operating time with switch-off function
Wipe protection
Zone connection
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)

Max. power with PowerPlus: 2 × 3700 watts
– 9 power settings
– Safety package
–	Pan detection (10–22 cm)

Max. power with PowerPlus: 2 × 3700 watts
– 9 power settings
– Safety package
–	Pan detection (10–22 cm)

Max. power with PowerPlus: left to right
3000/3700/3700/3000 watts
– 9 power settings
– Safety package
–	Pan detection (10–22 cm)

Max. power with PowerPlus: 4 × 3700 watts
– 9 power settings
– Safety package
–	Pan detection (10–22 cm)

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

W × D: 281 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 3.7kW

W × D: 384 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 3.7kW

W × D: 880 × 380 mm/R1.5
Connected load 7.4kW

W × D: 571 × 501 mm/R1.5
Connected load 7.4kW

GK26TIMSZ
DualDesign, flush or top-mounted

GK27TIMSZ
Dual Design, flush or top-mounted
GK27TIMSZ/3108560205 

GK47TIMPSZ
DualDesign, flush or top-mounted
GK47TIMPSZ/3107965405

GK46TIMSZO
DualDesign

GK26TIMSZ/3108460205
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GK46TIMSZO/3108665415
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gas

Druckvorlage:

H6.42261D-AD

Erstellt:

14.10.15

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

Druckvorlage:

H6.42271D-AE

Erstellt:

14.10.15

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

1013733-AA Ansicht
Gaskochfeld GAS 321 GKBZ

1013732-AA Ansicht
Gaskochfeld GAS 311 GKBZ

1013734-AA Ansicht
Gaskochfeld GAS 731 GKBZ

H6.4227D-AE Ansicht
Gaskochfeld GAS 411 GSAZ

H6.4226D-AD Ansicht
Gaskochfeld GAS 421 GSAZ

Druckvorlage:

10137341-AA

Erstellt:

14.10.15

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

Druckvorlage:

10137321-AA

Erstellt:

14.10.15

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

Druckvorlage:

10137331-AA

Erstellt:

14.10.15

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

GAS421GSAZ

GAS411GSAZ

GAS731GKBZ

GAS311GKBZ

GAS321GKBZ

Operating modes

Operating modes

Features

Features

Features

–	Automatic flame sensor
–	External operation
– Black design
– Brass burners

–	Automatic flame sensor
–	External operation
– Black design
– Brass burners

–	Automatic flame sensor
–	External operation
– Black design
– Brass burners

Cooking zone power
Front left: 1.75 kW
Back left: 3 kW
Right: Power-Wok burner 6 kW
Set up for: Singapore town gas

Cooking zone power
Power-Wok burner 6 kW
Set up for: Singapore town gas

Cooking zone power
Front: 1.75 kW
Back: 3 kW
Set up for: Singapore town gas

Special design
– 1 appliance – 2 installation options
– Flush-fitting or top-mounted
–	Pan holder, black enamel plating

Special design
– 1 appliance – 2 installation options
– Flush-fitting or top-mounted
–	Pan holder, black enamel plating

Special design
– 1 appliance – 2 installation options
– Flush-fitting or top-mounted
–	Pan holder, black enamel plating

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Slider control
Pause button
Wipe protection
Keep warm function
Melt function
Button tone settings (on/off)
Operating time with switch-off function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Simmer function

Features

– 9 power settings
–	Automatic flame sensor
–	Automatic re-ignite function
–	One-handed ignition
–	Childproof lock
– Safety switch-off
– Safety package
– Residual heat display
– Black design
– Brass burners
Cooking zone power
Front: 1.75 kW
Back: 3 kW
Set up for: Singapore town gas

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Slider control
Pause button
Wipe protection
Keep warm function
Melt function
Button tone settings (on/off)
Operating time with switch-off function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Simmer function

Features

– 9 power settings
–	Automatic flame sensor
–	Automatic re-ignite function
–	One-handed ignition
–	Childproof lock
– Safety switch-off
– Safety package
– Residual heat display
– Black design
– Brass burner
Cooking zone power
Power-Wok burner: 6 kW
Set up for: Singapore town gas

Special design
– 1 appliance – 2 installation options
– Flush-fitting or top-mounted
–	Pan holder, black enamel plating

Special design
– 1 appliance – 2 installation options
– Flush-fitting or top-mounted
–	Pan holder, black enamel plating

Appliance dimensions

ApAppliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

(W × D): 384 × 501 mm

(W × D): 384 × 501 mm

(W × D): 691 × 501 mm

(W × D): 281 × 501 mm

(W × D): 281 × 501 mm

DualDesign, flush or top-mounted

DualDesign, flush or top-mounted

DualDesign, flush or top-mounted

DualDesign, flush or top-mounted

DualDesign, flush or top-mounted

GAS421GSABZ/31064

GAS411GSAZ/31063

GAS731GKBZ/31075

GAS311GKBZ/31074

GAS321GKBZ/31073
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range hoods

Range hoods

Range hoods for
aesthetic and functional solutions
Whether you want a designer hood to reflect your good taste or built-in
appliances for more practical purposes: we’re sure to have the ideal
product to suit any kitchen.
■

Island range hoods

Downdraft extractor

Island hoods are suitable for kitchens with an island layout.

Our outstanding downdraft extractor is equipped with a retractable
hood element so that it can be lowered back into the cover again after
use. We recommend combining downdraft extractors with a panorama
hob for the best possible extraction of smoke vapours.

Hob hood

For plenty of headroom and a puristic kitchen design: The hob hood is
installed in the kitchen surface and the cooking vapours are drawn down
directly. Thanks to the recessed collection tray, there are no spillages
and cleaning is quick and practical. The tray has a storage capacity
of 0.5 litres. It can be easily removed from its trough and cleaned in
the dishwasher together with the metal grease filter.

Wall hoods

You can use this type of hood if your hob is next to an open wall
without cabinetry..

Island hoods

Wall hoods

Downdraft extractor

Built-in range hoods

Built-in range hoods
Fusion

The perfect combination: Our Fusion hob already features an integrated
range hood that draws down cooking vapours from right next to your
pots and pans. Just like in hob hoods, the collection tray can be removed
and cleaned in the dishwasher.

Built-in range hoods enable you to make the best possible use of the
space in your kitchen. Depending on the design, they can be integrated
almost entirely into top cabinets to save space for spices, recipe books
and kitchen utensils. They tuck away almost invisibly and only need to
be pulled out when cooking.

Hob hood
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Fusion

VATION
INNO
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Range hoods

A smart
combination

VATION
INNO

A range hood is already integrated into our new Fusion hob to provide plenty
of headroom. What’s more, it also comes complete with the OptiLink function,
meaning you never have to worry about the range hood as it controls itself in
conjunction with the hob.
■

One appliance – two functions

This hob combines two functions in a single appliance and makes
cooking so much easier, allowing you to focus entirely on preparing
your meals. The new MaxiFlex hob features an integrated range hood
that draws down cooking vapours from right next to your pots and pans.
Just like in hob hoods, the collection tray can be removed and cleaned
in the dishwasher. Even the intuitive touch control on the graphic display
transforms cooking into a real experience.
Intelligent communication

The OptiLink function offers yet another highlight: the hob and range
hood communicate with each other so that the extraction strength is
automatically regulated depending on the amount of cooking vapour.
Of course, you can also set the extraction strength manually, but the
appliance can handle this function for you, allowing you to focus on
your cooking.
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Range hoods

A breath of fresh air in
the PREMIRA RANGE
Not only are the Premira hoods equipped with state-of-the-art technology,
they’re also the most powerful hoods around, economical to run, and stylish
to look at, too. Our top-of-the-range product is now even better.
■

A beautiful update

Outstanding technology on the inside

If you are looking for a range hood of the highest calibre, then we have
just the right product for you: The Premira line includes built-in hoods,
island hoods and wall hoods, all of which boast an array of outstanding
features. The island hood now sparkles for all to see in our new design
featuring mirror glass on the front and sides of the wall hood. What’s
more, the new, premium-quality FlexLED offers extensive illumination.
The light warmth can even be individually adjusted for a harmonious
kitchen lighting concept.

All Premira range hoods are available as an extracted air or recirculation air solution. In contrast to extraction hoods, which draw out smoke
and send it outside, a recirculation air hood cleans the air and then emits
back into the surrounding air. Premium-quality activated charcoal filters
are excellent at getting rid of smells. Even cleaning the metal grease
filters couldn’t be easier: they can be safely removed with ComfortFix
and reattached with ease thanks to the magnetic attachment. Just like
the integrated LED lighting, the powerful motor consumes very little
electricity while also remaining very quiet during operation thanks to
SilentPlus.
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Upwards or downwards?

The current popularity of open-plan kitchens has also caused the tide to turn when it comes to range hoods.
New types of range hoods – such as downdraft and hob hood extractors – draw down cooking vapours from
right next to your pans and offer plenty of headroom. There is also a trend towards integrated appliances,
with the Fusion hob and integrated range hood offering two appliances in one. But perhaps you would prefer to
have your cooking vapours extracted upwards after all and like the idea of a stylish island hood or a practical,
built-in range hood. With so many options to choose from, our range offers the perfect solution to suit all
requirements.
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HOODS

1041198-AA Ansicht
Induktionskochfeld GKD46 TIMASZO

DSTS9

DSMS

Fusion 

A range hood of the highest calibre:
the retractable downdraft extractor lends the
kitchen an added air of exclusivity.

Almost invisible behind the kitchen surface,
the hob extractor guarantees highly effective
suction extraction.

Operating modes

Operating modes

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Extracted air
Recirculation air
Light with dimmer function
Metal grease filter cleaning display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Charcoal filter saturation display

�
�
�
�
�
�

Extracted air
Recirculation air
Metal grease filter cleaning display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Charcoal filter saturation display

Features

Features

– Air delivery rate according to EN 61591:
Max. setting 420 m3/h
Intensive level 670 m3/h
– Acoustic values: Max. setting 57 dB(A)
Intensive setting 69 dB(A)
–	Air vents with integrated non-return flap ∅
150 mm
– Touch buttons
– LED lights
– Intensive setting with automatic reset

– Air delivery rate according to EN 61591:
Max. setting 500 m3/h
Intensive level 590 m3/h
– Acoustic values: Max. setting 67 dB(A)
Intensive setting 70 dB(A)
– Touch buttons
– Intensive setting with automatic reset
–	Dishwasher-safe, removable collection tray
featuring an integrated metal grease filter
with approx. 500 ml storage capacity

Energy

Energy

Energy
efficiency

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 646 × 880 × 352 mm
Retractable height 400 mm

W × D: 110 × 501 mm / R1.5

Extras for recirculation mode
Recirculation box for base area with activated
charcoal filter package (1012163)
Long-life activated charcoal filter
(1012161)		

13.09.17

Albatros Design CH-8048 Zürich

DI Premira PQ

DW Premira

DF Premira SL

This ingenious fan is integrated into the hob
and draws the cooking vapours down directly.

This premium appliance makes life easier.

This premium appliance makes life easier.

This energy-efficient premium appliance makes
life easier.

Fan operating modes

Operating modes

Operating modes

Operating modes

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Extracted air
Recirculation air
Wipe protection
Metal grease filter cleaning display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Charcoal filter saturation display
Side exhaust
OptiLink

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Extracted air
Recirculation air
Wipe protection
Metal grease filter cleaning display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Charcoal filter saturation display
Silent
FlexLED 2700–4000 kelvin
ComfortFix

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

PowerPlus for all cooking zones
Pause button
Keep warm function
Automatic boost
Acoustic timer
Operating time with shut-off function
Melt function
Simmer function
Button tone settings (on/off)

Extracted air
Recirculation air
Wipe protection
Metal grease filter cleaning display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Charcoal filter saturation display
Silent
FlexLED 2700–4000 kelvin
ComfortFix

Hob
Max. hob power with PowerPlus
2 × 3000 watts at the front/2 × 3700 watts at
the rear
– 9 power settings
– Touch-screen graphic display in 9 languages
– OptiGlass
– Safety package
– Pan detection (10–22 cm)

DSMS/64004561005

Extras for recirculation mode
Recirculation box for base area with activated
charcoal filter package
(1012160)

Fan
– 9 power settings and 1 intensive
– Intensive setting with automatic reset
–	Dishwasher-safe, removable collection tray
featuring an integrated metal grease filter
with approx. 500 ml storage capacity

Extracted air
Recirculation air
Wipe protection
Metal grease filter cleaning display
Intensive setting
Automatic shut-off time
Charcoal filter saturation display
Silent
FlexLED 2700–4000 kelvin
ComfortFix

Features

Features

– Air delivery rate according to EN 61591:
Intensive level 880 m3/h
–	Air vents with integrated non-return flap ∅
150 mm
– 4 adjustable LED lights, 2700–4000 kelvin
–	Convenient handling and fixing of the metal
grease filter
– Intensive setting with automatic reset

– Air delivery rate according to EN 61591:
Intensive level 880 m3/h
–	Air vents with integrated non-return flap ∅
150 mm
– 2 adjustable LED lights, 2700–4000 kelvin
–	Convenient handling and fixing of the metal
grease filter
– Intensive setting with automatic reset

– Air delivery rate according to EN 61591:
Intensive level 810 m3/h
– Acoustic values: Max. setting 53 dB(A)
Intensive setting 63 dB(A)
–	Air vents with integrated non-return flap ∅
150 mm
– 2 adjustable LED lights, 2700–4000 kelvin
–	Convenient handling and fixing of the metal
grease filter
– Touch buttons
– Fan selection above steam filter
– Intensive setting with automatic reset

Energy

Energy

ttEnergy
Energy
efficiency

Energy
efficiency

Energy
efficiency

Appliance dimensions without flue

Appliance dimensions without flue

Appliance dimensions

Front height × W × D:
55 × 1200 × 700 mm
*Appliance height incl. flue:
(specify height required when ordering)
510–845 mm (extracted air)
610–1000 mm (recirculation air)

Front height × W × D:
55 × 900/1200 × 550 mm
*Appliance height incl. flue:
(specify height required when ordering)
460–875 mm (extracted air)
570–995 mm (recirculation air)

Front height × W × D:
25 × 598/898 × 495 mm

DI PQ 12 (120 cm)
Black glass DIPQ12g/63016

DW PQ 9 (90 cm)
Black glass DWPQ9g/62022

Appliance dimensions

GKD46TIMASZO
OptiGlass, DualDesign 3109461415

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Features

DF PQSL 6 (60 cm)
Glass
DFPQSL6g/6103762002
DF PQSL 9 (90 cm)
Glass
DFPQSL9g/6103862002

DW PQ 12 (120 cm)
Black glass DWPQ12g/62023

W × D: 761 × 501 mm/R1.5
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Features

Energy
efficiency

DSMS
Glass

10411981-AA

Erstellt:

Hob operating modes

Appliance dimensions

DSTS9 (90 cm)
Glass
DSTS9g/6400460005

Druckvorlage:

Extras for recirculation mode
Long-life plus activated
charcoal filter starter kit (1046969)

Extras for recirculation mode
Long-life plus activated charcoal filter
starter kit (1046969)

Extras for recirculation mode
Long-life plus activated charcoal filter (1046970)
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DISHwashers

Dishwashers

Various sizes and
designs available
Select a dishwasher that matches your household perfectly –
or simply allow the appliance to blend in elegantly
with your kitchen facade.
■

21 cm

21 cm

23,5 cm

23,5 cm
18 cm

A design to suit every kitchen

The Adora combines functionality with high-quality aesthetics. It goes
without saying that your dishwasher can also be installed invisibly and
without handles behind your existing kitchen facade. As the materials
chosen for the front of appliances are often high-quality and heavier, we
can fit your Adora dishwasher with reinforced door springs if you wish.

30,5 cm

30,5 cm

27,5 cm

27,5 cm
32 cm

Standard

20 cm

Standard
with Heat Pump (WP)

Base

30 cm

Extra Height
with Cutlery Tray

Quick and easy to install

Our dishwashers are available in standard or extra-large versions, with
the latter boasting an even more generous amount of space. In addition
to conventional installation options, our dishwashers are also perfect
for installation in tall units: a special door hinge allows the dishwasher
door to be slightly raised when opened. This leaves space to swivel the
door and the Adora can therefore be installed with minimum clearance
at the bottom.
Practical lighting for convenient handling

Why switch on the kitchen light at night just to put a glass in the dishwasher? With the new, pleasant LED interior lighting with SL convenience
level, this is no longer necessary. Four interior LED lights make loading
and unloading the dishwasher easier. Fully integrated models are also
equipped with a practical FunctionLight: an LED display fitted into the
side of the door informs you when the programme is complete.

Perfectly suited for installation in a tall unit
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Dishwashers

Wash your
worries away

Economical functions for a healthy bank balance and
peace of mind

Our dishwashers are packed with sophisticated sensors and functions
that help you to save even more – from electricity and water to salt and
brightener, and ultimately money.

One thing is certain: a dishwasher consumes much less energy and water than
when you wash up by hand. This is particularly true of V-ZUG dishwashers –
they are among the best when it comes to the environment.
■

�

Soil sensor: This sensor measures the soil level in the water and
makes sure that no fresh water is used unless it is needed.

�

Water hardness control: The water hardness control function

ensures the ideal water hardness level throughout the programme,
making the rinsing agent more effective and providing gentler care for
your crockery and glasses.

� Rinsing agent dosage: The amount of rinsing agent is automatically adapted to the water hardness and load to save you rinsing agent.

� Energy saving button: Reduces the temperature by 5 °C, saving

10 % more energy.

�

Automatic door opener: The door is released automatically at
the end of the rinse programme. This reduces the drying phase, saving
valuable energy and improving drying performance.

� OptiStart: The intelligent delayed start function uses the waiting

time before the programme starts to wet the dishes. When the wash
cycle begins, the soil has already been softened so the appliance can
run at a lower temperature. Energy consumption is thus reduced by
around 10 %.

�

EcoManagement: With EcoManagement, we support you in
checking the energy consumption of your appliance and washing with
resource-conserving programmes.

� Partial load programme: Automatically adjusts the programme to

a lower load, thus saving up to 6 litres of water and 30 minutes of time.

Quality also means saving energy

Washing your dishes in a dishwasher saves time and is a lot more
economical and environmentally friendly than washing up by hand.
While washing up by hand uses around 40 litres of water, an Adora
SL uses as little as 5 litres in its automatic programme. If the dishwasher
is connected to a hot water supply, the Adora SL consumes as much
as 90 % less energy.
Dishwashers with heat pump technology

The Adora SL WP dishwasher additionally features a heat pump. We
are the first manufacturer to install a highly efficient heat pump into
one of our dishwashers, thereby cutting energy consumption by almost
50 % compared to conventional dishwashers. In the Eco programme,
the water is heated exclusively by the heat pump, requiring the lowest
amount of energy. Depending on which programme is selected, a
second source of heat is activated to achieve a consistent temperature.
The heat emitted by the dishwasher is collected by the storage device
for an evenly balanced flow of heat in your kitchen.
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Tested and confirmed by
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Dishwashers

Switch on and prepare
to be amazed
The sophisticated programmes installed in our dishwashers are an excellent
reason to pick a higher convenience level. Of course, every one of our appliances still comes with the programmes you are used to from a good dishwasher.
■

� Everyday Short

The Adora is the first dishwasher that can clean plates with normal
levels of soil in just 47 minutes.

� Sprint

While the automatic programme of a V-ZUG dishwasher normally needs
between 65 and 115 minutes depending on the model, load, water
hardness, etc., the Sprint programme takes 20 minutes (18 minutes
with the Adora SL WP).

� Automatic

The Automatic programme knows exactly what your dishes need: this
programme washes your dishes perfectly, while still saving up to 30 %
more water, electricity and regeneration salt. The programme duration
lasts anywhere from 65 to 115 minutes.

� Fondue/raclette

The exclusive Fondue/raclette programme is specifically intended
for classic Swiss specialities. Fondue pots, raclette pans and dishes
for bakes or gratins come out perfectly clean without needing to be
manually soaked, thanks to the active soak phase.

82

� Silent

At 37 dB(A), this programme generates virtually no noise. You can
thus leave the dishwasher running at night - everything will be clean
by the morning.

� Hygiene

This programme is perfect for hygienic cleaning of items such as chopping boards or baby bottles.

� MachineCare

This special programme degreases and cleans both the machine interior and the components. Regular care will ensure your dishwasher is
hygienically clean while contributing to a longer service life.

� SteamFinish innovation

With the SteamFinish programme, the Adora is the first dishwasher to
use pure steam to rinse glasses, cutlery and dishes, guaranteeing a
spotlessly clean and shiny finish. The patented SteamFinish technology
generates steam at the end of the washing process. The steam from
this purest (distilled) water collects on the crockery and removes any
leftover salt or traces of rinsing agents.
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Dishwashers

The Party programme –
faster than ever before
Our Party programme is an invaluable tool that even beats the Sprint programme,
our fastest programme so far. The Adora SL rinses slightly soiled dishes in just
11 minutes – a world record!
■

� That means the host can enjoy the party, too

Music, chatting, laughter – the party is in full swing. The nibbles are
going down a storm. And even the crockery is starting to run out. Not
a problem with the smart Party programme on the Adora SL, which
washes faster than ever before. After just 11 minutes, the dishes are
ready for you and your guests to use again, leaving the host free to
enjoy the party!

A record-breaking innovation

With a wash programme taking only 11 minutes, the Party programme
takes first prize when it comes to speed and is even a world record
holder: the programme is one of our innovations and a good reason
to choose an Adora SL or Adora SL WP for your home.

Quick cleaning that saves you time

The Party programme allows you to run up to five wash cycles in a
row, making it perfect for cleaning large quantities of lightly soiled
dishes within a short space of time. This is extremely practical not just
for a party, but for plenty of other situations, too – for example during
a dinner party with numerous guests at the table and several courses
on the menu. Simply wash the dishes quickly between courses and
they are ready to be used again or put away. The kitchen is kept clean
and tidy, saving you valuable time that can be spent with your guests.
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Dishwashers

Flexibility and
ergonomics
Thanks to the adjustable equipment, you can arrange your dishwasher whatever
way you want – it’s almost always sure to fit. For added flexibility, you can equip
your appliance with extra accessories.
■

Lower basket with MultiFlex zone

Height-adjustable upper basket with plenty of space

A folding flap mechanism makes sure that the four rows of prongs can
be folded up in a single movement. This creates a large surface that is
particularly good for holding large platters, pans, bowls, steam cooker
accessories or even cups and glasses.

The multifunction shelf and special section for glasses are ideal for coffee
cups and act as a shelf for holding tumblers or wine glasses. It can also
hold saucers or small bowls with ease. The upper basket also comes
with several height settings: you can move it to one of seven different
positions in a single movement, even when it’s loaded.

Available as an accessory: special lower basket for glasses

This lower basket has been developed especially for glasses and cups.
It can hold up to 26 glasses and 10 cups. The basket is ideal for dayto-day life in the office or if you often entertain large groups of guests.
It can be used with all convenience levels in the Adora line and ordered
as a separate accessory. What’s more, a special insert for wine glasses
is available to fit into the lower basket.

Convenient ergoPlus cutlery drawer

Our very own drawer provides an ergonomic solution for stacking
cutlery. You can stack your cutlery in a structured manner so that nothing
touches. This makes sure that your cutlery is clean all over without any
scratch marks.

r
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What’s the best way for me to wash up?

A dishwasher not only makes everyday life that bit easier, it also uses significantly less water than washing up by
hand. No wonder virtually every household has one. Various convenience levels are available to choose from
to suit your needs. Which appliance is right for you depends on your lifestyle and your living arrangements. In
an open-plan kitchen, for example, we recommend choosing a particularly quiet appliance.
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Adora 60 SL WP Vi

Adora 60 SL Vi cutlery drawer

Adora 60 SL Vi

Adora 60 N Vi

Accessories for Adora dishwashers

The V-ZUG premium appliance: the first
dishwasher with heat pump technology is a
champion when it comes to energy.

The premium appliance with the world’s first
SteamFinish function and ergoPlus cutlery
drawer.

A first-class dishwasher with the world’s first
SteamFinish.

This appliance has space for 13 place
settings. Manufactured in Switzerland – just
like all other Adora dishwashers.

Programmes

Programmes

Programmes

Programmes

Adora 60 SL di/Ndi
–	Black glass
Height: 632 mm (W83526)
– Tray for the lower basket
(Space for 18 cups) (W83934)
– Adjustable cutlery basket insert
(W83586)		
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Automatic
SteamFinish
Silent (37 dB (A))
Daily short
Party
Sprint
Glass
Intensive
Fondue/raclette
Hygiene
Pre-rinse
Eco
MachineCare
Part load
Function Light
Energy saving
24 h delayed start
Ideal for tabs
OptiStart
Turbidity sensor
Rinse agent dosage
Water hardness control
Automatic door opener
EcoManagement

�
�
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�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
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Automatic
SteamFinish
Silent (37 dB (A))
Daily short
Party
Sprint
Glass
Intensive
Fondue/raclette
Hygiene
Pre-rinse
Eco
MachineCare
Part load
Function Light
Energy saving
24 h delayed start
Ideal for tabs
ergoPlus cutlery drawer
OptiStart
Turbidity sensor
Rinse agent dosage
Water hardness control
Automatic door opener
Water consumption: 5 litres
EcoManagement
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Automatic
SteamFinish
Silent (37 dB (A))
Daily short
Party
Sprint
Glass
Intensive
Fondue/raclette
Hygiene
Pre-rinse
Eco
MachineCare
Part load
Function Light
Energy saving
24 h delayed start
Ideal for tabs
OptiStart
Turbidity sensor
Rinse agent dosage
Water hardness control
Automatic door opener
EcoManagement

�
�
�
�
!
�
�
�
�

Automatic
Quick wash/glass care
Intensive
Pre-rinse
Function Light
Energy saving
9 h delayed start
Ideal for tabs
Eco
Turbidity sensor

All Adora models

–	Lower basket for glasses
(1013007)		
– Glass compartment for lower basket
(1015132)		

Features

Features

Features

Features

– Interior lighting with 4 LED lights
– Space for 13 place settings

– Interior lighting with 4 LED lights
– Space for 14 place settings

– Interior lighting with 4 LED lights
– Space for 13 place settings

– Space for 13 place settings

Energy

Energy

Energy

Energy

30

Drying
effect

ECO

Standby

10

Drying
effect

ECO

Standby

10

Drying
effect

ECO

Standby

Energieeffizienz

From 5 litres/0.76 kWh/40 dB(A)

From 5 litres/0.75 kWh/40 dB(A)

From 8 litres/0.93 kWh/44 dB(A)

GS 60 SL WP Vi
Standard
GS60SLWPZVi/4108261055

GS 60 SL GVi B
Extra-height GS60SLZGViB/4108661255

GS 60 SL Vi
Standard

GS 60 N Vi
Standard
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Installation accessories for all Adora
models (please specify when ordering)
– Extended inlet/drain hose, 3 m
(1032108, SL model)
– Extended inlet/drain hose, 3 m
(1032107, S/N model)
– Reinforced springs for heavy decorative
elements up to 10.5 kg
W84603 (standard model)
– Reinforced springs for heavy decorative
elements up to 10.5 kg
W84604 (extra-height model)

Drying
effect

From 6 litres/0.55 kWh/44 dB(A)

GS60SLZVi/4105961055

Adora 60 SL Vi/N Vi
– Tray for the lower basket
(Space for 18 cups)
– Adjustable cutlery basket insert

GS60NZVi/4107561055

Features and accessories from page 149
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Dishwashers

Adora SL di

Adora N di

A first-class dishwasher with the world’s first
SteamFinish.

This appliance has space for 13 place
settings. Manufactured in Switzerland – just
like all other Adora dishwashers.

Programmes

Programmes
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�
�
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Automatic
SteamFinish
Silent
Daily short
Party
Sprint
Glass
Intensive
Fondue/raclette
Hygiene
Pre-rinse
Eco
MachineCare
Part load
Energy saving
24 h delayed start
Ideal for tabs
OptiStart
Turbidity sensor
Rinse agent dosage
Water hardness control
Automatic door opener
EcoManagement

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Automatic
Quick wash/glass care
Intensive
Pre-rinse
Eco
Energy saving
9 h delayed start
Ideal for tabs
Turbidity sensor

Features

Features

– Interior lighting with 4 LED lights
– Space for 13 place settings

– Space for 13 place settings

Energy

Energy

10

Drying
effect

ECO

Standby

Energieeffizienz

Drying
effect

From 5 litres/0.75 kWh/42 dB(A)

From 8 litres/0.93 kWh/44 dB(A)

GS 60 SL di
Standard

GS 60 N di
Standard black handle

GS60SLZdi/4104861002

GS60NZdig/4106361002

Features and accessories from page 149
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Refrigerators
and freezers

Refrigerators and freezers

State-of-the-art
technology and
premium Swiss design
At V-ZUG, design doesn’t just mean high-quality aesthetics, it also covers
easy operation, practical functions, and flexible equipment.
■

Premium design and Swiss quality

The ultimate in practical and flexible equipment

Our refrigerators are fully integrated appliances: the front section is
panelled using your kitchen unit design, helping the appliance to blend
elegantly into the background. We also make sure we use high-quality
materials and tasteful design for the interior. .

A V-ZUG refrigerator offers you plenty of flexibility for your own,
customised layout: with the smart rack system, the shelves are easy to
adjust, and can also be removed and reinserted again for cleaning. The
shelves are clicked into place using latches in the side walls. Thanks to
shorter shelves and separating shelves, there is even plenty of space
for larger items.

Simple and convenient – LED lighting

The modern lighting concept with high-quality LED lights distribute
the light perfectly throughout the refrigerator, even when it has a full
load – and across all temperature zones right down to the bottom box.

� SoftTelescope

Selected models come complete with SoftTelescope drawers. Drawers
with this innovative concept can be fully extended and also feature
convenient self-closing runners with a soft-close mechanism.

� SoftClosePlus

The new SoftClose door function for fully integrated models provides
added comfort. No matter how much force you use to close the door,
the closing motion is braked so that the door closes softly and quietly.
The new models come complete with SoftClosePlus: The integrated Soft
System also ensures the door closes incredibly gently even when the
inner door compartment is full.

SoftTelescope

94

SoftClosePlus
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Refrigerators and freezers

Multiple cooling
zones and innovative
materials
From our range of refrigerators and freezers, multi-zone appliances are particularly close to our heart: thanks to the various temperature zones,
you will have the perfect conditions for storing your food –
for added freshness and quality.
■

The cold store compartment

At temperatures of around 0 °C and with the ideal level of moisture,
your food retains its healthy nutrients and vitamins, its delicate aroma,
and its enticing appearance for up to three times as long as in the
normal cooling space. As well as lasting longer, this means more
enjoyment and better quality for you.

� FreshControl zone

The FreshControl zone is based on professional cooling methods using
precise temperature control at just above 0 °C, meeting the highest
standards around. You can adjust the level of moisture in the drawers
as required. When moisture levels are low, meat, fish, poultry and
sausages last longer while moisture must be high for vegetables, salads,
herbs and fruit.

� HygienePlus

Working with the leading Swiss company SANITIZED, V-ZUG has
introduced a new type of plastic into its refrigerators. This material
reduces the growth and spread of harmful micro-organisms on the
surfaces by up to 99.9 %*. This modern plastic also protects against
unpleasant smells.

*Testing methods: JIS Z 2801: JIS Z 2801
Testing organism: Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 6538
Tested additive: Sanitized® BC A 21-41;
0.4 % in polystyrene
Biocidal agent: Silver phosphate glass
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Refrigerators and freezers

Premium
refrigeration
These refrigerators and freezers are sure to warm your heart with
a range featuring state-of-the-art technology, more convenience
than ever, and an attractive design.
■

g

Design and convenience of the highest order

INNOVATION

Are space and convenience important to you when it comes to your
refrigerator? Then you’re sure to appreciate a side-by-side solution. By
combining a single-door refrigerator and single-door freezer, we can
offer you a stylish solution that will make your life so much easier. The
new Jumbo 60i refrigerator and Iglu 60i freezer are the perfect choices
for this side-by-side solution.
The premium refrigerator

With 301 litres of usable capacity, our Jumbo 60i not only offers plenty
of space, but also comes complete with state-of-the-art equipment
featuring the latest innovations. What’s more, the interior impresses
with an attractive design comprising tinted glass and chrome-plated,
stainless-steel accents. Another real bonus is that its FreshControl zone
features three large drawers designed to not only maximise shelf life at
temperatures of just over 0 °C, but also for ideal humidity levels. These
are the perfect conditions for storing meat, fish, fruit, and vegetables.
What’s more, all of the drawers can be fully extended and also feature
convenient self-closing runners.

� FlexBox

The practical FlexBox can be placed pretty much anywhere and offers
space for smaller foodstuffs, packages, collapsible tubes and glass
containers.

The premium freezer

When it comes to state-of-the-art, side-by-side solutions, the new Iglu
60i freezer is the perfect accompaniment to our premium Jumbo 60i
refrigerator. Energy-saving and long-lasting LED lighting ensures optimal illumination and better visibility of the inside of the transparent
compartments. Are you looking for a freezer that’s suitable for storing
oversized packaging? No problem, as the flexible drawer system can
easily be rearranged to create more space in no time.

� NoFrost

Defrosting your freezer is a thing of the past thanks to the sophisticated
NoFrost technology in this appliance. You’re sure to breathe a sigh of
relief as this means there’s no annoying layer of ice to stop the drawers
from opening and closing smoothly on their roller runners.
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Refrigerators and freezers

Invest in energy
efficiency to save
money
No more worries about your carbon footprint and reduced energy costs for your
household: Our refrigerators come complete with top-class Swiss technology and
we are particularly passionate about promoting energy efficiency.
■

Lower running costs for added potential savings

Environmental assessments show that running a fridge or freezer puts a
major strain on the environment. That is why we work hard to produce
energy-saving models and thus help to remove the strain on the environment. In contrast to fridges with an A energy rating, the latest range of
refrigerators with an A+++ energy efficiency rating consume up to 60 %
less energy. Furthermore, with a usage life of 15 years, you can save a
significant sum on running costs. Subsidies from local energy suppliers
for economic fridges and freezers provide an additional incentive.

–60 %

energy consumption

–45 %

energy efficiency rating
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Refrigerators and freezers

Jumbo

Iglu

Winecooler 90 SL

Winecooler UCSL

Page in brochure

Prestige T

Product comparison:
refrigerators and freezers
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177.8

177.8

177.8

90.4

82–87

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

144

94

A

A

■

■

■

■

Design options
Installation height (cm)
1-door
2-door

■

Fully integrated

■

Mirror glass
Usable capacity, total (l)

287

Freezer compartment (l)

66

Energy efficiency rating

A++

301

213
213

A++

A++

V-ZUG exclusives
FreshControl zone

■

Wine cooling zone
Applications
LED lights

■

■

Separating trays or short trays

■

■

■

Bottle drawer

■

Operation and display
Separate temperature control

■

■

Digital display

■

■

TouchControl

■

■

Quick cool and/or quick freeze

■

Holiday function

■

Sabbath mode

■

SoftClose

■

HygienePlus

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

*For accessories, see page 146 onwards
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REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER COMBINATIONS

Prestige T

Jumbo

Iglu

An absolute space-saver – optimised for
tropical climates.

The perfect side-by-side solution in combination
with the Iglu 60i freezer.

The perfect side-by-side solution in combination
with the Jumbo 60i refrigerator.

Appliance information

Appliance information

Appliance information

�
�
�
�
�

Separate temperature control
Digital display
TouchControl
SoftClose
HygienePlus

– Usable capacity, total: 287 litres
– Fridge section: 221 litres
– Freezer compartment: 66 litres
Equipment in the fridge section

–	5 smart glass shelves, 3 of which are heightadjustable, 1 short shelf
– 1 large vegetable tray
– 5 large door trays
– 2 egg trays for 12 eggs
Equipment in the freezer compartment

– 3 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray
Energy
Energy
efficiency

�
�
�
�
�
�

FreshControl
Digital display
TouchControl
SoftClosePlus
FlexBox
SoftTelescope

– Usable capacity, total: 301 litres
– Fridge compartment: 301 litres
– FreshControl: 90 litres
–	Also suitable for installation with standard
external push-to-open systems

�
�
�
�

Freezer

Digital display
TouchControl
SoftClosePlus
NoFrost

– Usable capacity, total: 213 litres
– Freezer compartment: 213 litres
–	Also suitable for installation with standard
external push-to-open systems

Equipment in the fridge section

Equipment in the freezer compartment

–	7 glass shelves, 6 of which are heightadjustable, 1 separating shelf
– 3 large vegetable trays
– 5 door trays
– 2 egg trays

– 8 freezer drawers
– 2 cold storage batteries
– 2 ice cube trays

Energy

Energy

Energy
efficiency

Energieeffizienz

Energy consumption over 365 days: 139 kWh

Energy consumption over 365 days: 133 kWh

Energy consumption over 365 days: 244 kWh

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 1776 × 548 × 545 mm
Available left or right hinge

H × W × D: 1770 × 559 × 544 mm

H × W × D: 1770 x 559 x 544 mm

Fully integrated, incl. construction kit

Fully integrated, incl. construction kit

Fully integrated, incl. construction kit
KPRTir/5108162015

KPRTil/5108162005		
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Winecooler

Your finest wines at the
perfect temperature
V-ZUG’s winecoolers are perfectly tuned for storing your finest wines,
right down to the smallest detail – the only true companion for
those extra special moments of joy.
■

The ideal conditions for the finest vintages

The finest wines in luxurious surroundings

The taste sensation you get from a good wine not only depends on
its quality; temperature and the type of glass used can also play a
key role. We’re sure that these are all important factors to you when
you’re entertaining guests at home and would like to enjoy your wine
at the perfect temperature. This is why our built-in winecooler has
been designed to keep your wines at the ideal temperature: the two
temperature zones for white and red wines can be adjusted to exactly
the right temperature. Each zone can be adjusted separately in a range
from 5 to 18 °C. Specially developed compressors that float in the
cabinet make sure that your wine is stored quietly without any rattling.

The Winecooler SL exudes the exclusive balanced design of V-ZUG appliances. Thanks to its sophisticated mirror glass front, it blends perfectly
into any kitchen. The premium glass door protects the wine against UV
radiation from sunlight that can impair its quality. The interior is evenly
flooded with bright light thanks to four modern and fully integrated LED
lights in the sides. The light does not affect the temperature and can be
adjusted for permanent lighting when the door is closed – so that you
and your guests can keep an eye on your wines. The new SoftClose
door function provides added comfort. No matter how much force
you use to close the door, the closing motion is braked so that the door
closes softly and quietly.

Winecooler UCSL 60

The under-counter winecooler

The new UCSL 60 model brings a sophisticated winecooler to the
range, which is ideal for installation underneath a worktop. Another
stunning feature is the full glass door without handles. Its fully extendable
wooden shelves, two temperature zones, an activated charcoal filter,
space for 34 bottles of wine, SoftClose and the TouchOpen function
make this winecooler unique.

� TouchOpen

The handle-free glass door is easy to open with a gentle touch.

Winecooler 90 SL 60
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Winecooler 90 SL

Winecooler UCSL 60

Optimum integration: This winecooler has the
perfect height for integration with other V-ZUG
appliances.

The sophisticated winecooler with TouchOpen
function for practical, under-counter installation.

Appliance information

Appliance information

�
�
�
�
�

Wine
Separate temperature control
Digital display
SoftClose
HygienePlus

�
�
�
�
�

Wine
Separate temperature control
Digital display
SoftClose
Touch to Open

Features

Features

– Temperature range per zone: 5 to 18 °C
–	2 digital displays for the separate zones
–	Separating shelf for red/white wine, heightadjustable
–	Supercool function for quick chilling in the
white wine zone
– 6 shelves made from premium beech wood
– Switch for permanent interior lighting
–	Capacity: 36 bottles of 0.75 litres

– Temperature range per zone: 5 to 20°C
–	2 digital displays for the separate zones
–	2 zones for red/white wine
–	Supercool function for quick chilling in the
white wine zone
–	6 shelves, 3 of which made from premium
beech wood
–	Switch for permanent interior lighting
– Capacity: 34 bottles of 0.75 litres

Energy

Energy

Energieeffizienz

Energieeffizienz

Energy consumption over 365 days: 159 kWh

Energy consumption over 365 days: 144 kWh

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 906 × 594 × 566 mm

H × W × D: 816 x 597 x 571 mm

The right temperature makes
all the difference
Champagne, prosecco
and sparkling wines
5–7 °C
Dry white wines
8–10 °C
Sweet rosés and white wines10–13 °C
Light red wines
14–16 °C
Strong red wines
17–18 °C
■	

Black glass, door hinge left
KW90SL60gl/5108262002

■

Black glass, door hinge right

Black, door hinge right

KW90SL60gr/5108262012

KWUCSL60gr/5107362012

■	
■
■
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Refresh-butler
Providing the ultimate service in gentle care for your clothes

110
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Refresh-Butler
The innovative fabric care system
featuring the world-exclusive
photocatalysis process, for gentle,
easy care of your most delicate
garments at home.
The REFRESH-BUTLER combines the unique photocatalysis
process with steam technology to gently care for even
the most delicate garments. Gowns, suits and coats an
be gently refreshed, de-creased, sanitised and dried.
The REFRESH-BUTLER impresses with hand made Swiss
quality and an intuitive touch display. It can be installed
as a free-standing unit or as a built-in version with
matching cabinet front.
Following extensive trials by the testing institute,
the REFRESH-BUTLER was awarded the
Hohenstein quality label «Innovative Technology».

V-ZUG Ltd

The care programmes

Installation examples

Your clothes are cared for gently by the main Refresh programme and the selectable Anti-crease
function, together with the additional Drying and Hygiene programmes.
Steam, photocatalysis and the energy-saving heat pump may be used, depending on the programme
selected.

Refresh

Eliminates odours from cooking and cigarette smoke.
Odour elimination confirmed by:

Anti-crease

Elegantly integrated in a wardrobe system

An eye-catcher: the modern, intuitive TouchDisplay

REFRESH-BUTLER

REFRESH-BUTLER

Stainless steel

Black

Appliance dimensions
1960 × 775 × 570 mm (H × W × D)

Appliance dimensions
1960 × 775 × 570 mm (H × W × D)

Text display
– Intuitive touch control

Text display
– Intuitive touch control

Features
– Fold-down clothes rails
– Fresh water tank
– Condensate tank
– Wardrobe mount
– 5 high-quality coat-hangers
– 1 basket for small items

Features
– Fold-down clothes rails
– Fresh water tank
– Condensate tank
– Wardrobe mount
– 5 high-quality coat-hangers
– 1 basket for small items

The folds and creases can be reduced without
ironing.
Proven and confirmed by:

Hygiene

Drying

The extra Hygiene programme eliminates up to
99.9 % of germs and bacteria.

Gentle, energy-saving drying of rain-soaked coats
and textiles that require special care.

Confirmed by:

Gentle care tested and confirmed by:

You can find out more about the programmes at vzug.com/REFRESH-BUTLER
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Adora washing
machines

Adora washing machines

Premium quality thanks
to our innovations
We are constantly setting new technological standards all over the world,
including the intelligent delayed start function OptiTime or the Vibration Absorbing
System for silent operation.
■

OptiTime – the intelligent delayed start function

Vibration Absorbing System

With our comprehensive EcoManagement solution, we help you to run
an environmentally friendly and responsible household. The intelligent
OptiTime delayed start function is part of the EcoManagement solution
that features in our Adora washing machines. How does OptiTime
work? You load your washing into the drum, select your usual washing
programme, and then use OptiTime to pick the time you want the
programme to end. A normal delayed start function does not start the
programme until absolutely necessary to make sure your washing is
finished on time. OptiTime on the other hand starts the programme
earlier and uses the time available to make sure your wash is more environmentally friendly. Your Adora makes optimum use of the remaining
time available until the end of the desired programme and automatically
extends the duration of the programme. As a result, OptiTime is able
to achieve exactly the same result as a normal washing programme,
right on schedule for the time you have requested – it’s just a lot more
energy-efficient.

Adora washing machines are equipped with another intelligent function
developed by V-ZUG – the Vibration Absorbing System (VAS). Because
your washing is never spread evenly around the drum, it can cause
imbalance and vibrations during spin cycles. These vibrations not only
generate noise, they also mean that your appliance will wear out
quicker. The VAS reduces these vibrations. The intelligent sensors detect
the position and degree of imbalance at the start of the spin process.
By adding water to the corresponding ribs, the system compensates for
any imbalance. This measurement and balancing process is repeated
throughout the entire spin cycle. Your washing machine runs more quietly
and has a longer service life with the help of the VAS.
Confirmation from the lab

The VAS means all Adora washing machines meet the higher standards
set out in the Swiss SIA standard 181 and can therefore be used
in blocks of flats without any additional construction measures. This
was tested using architectural acoustics measurements in an occupied
house and in a construction physics lab owned by Geberit AG: in a
comparison with three other washing machines, the Adora was the
only appliance to meet the more stringent requirements set out in SIA
standard 181 in all aspects measured.

Vibration Absorbing System

When your washing all piles up
on one side, it puts the machine
out of balance, causing vibrations.
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Sensors measure the unbalanced
weight and counterbalance it
with water.

This re-centres the perforated
drum and starts it running
quietly again.
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Adora washing machines

A diverse range of
IMPRESSIVE programmes
You can rely on your Adora day in, day out: in addition to the impressive standard programmes and functions, the appliances stand out thanks to a few special
features that make your everyday home life even easier.

Steam anti-crease programme to cut right down on ironing

With the steam anti-crease function, you will hardly need to iron at all.
The steam generated in the washing machine is fed through to your
washing through the fine openings in the perforated drum, where it
releases its energy and removes the creases from your clothes. The
steam anti-crease programme can be added to the end of almost
every programme.

Tested and confirmed
by

Anti-mite and skin protection technology

Dust mite excrement is often the trigger for allergies and respiratory
problems. This is what inspired us to develop the anti-mite function
that removes up to 100 % of mites from your fabrics. The anti-mite
function can be selected as an additional programme with all washing
programmes at a temperature of 60 °C or above. The Adora also comes
with a skin protection programme – developed especially for allergy
sufferers and people with sensitive skin: an optimised rinsing process
makes sure that no washing powder is left on your clothes.
Gentle cleaning thanks to WetClean

V-ZUG has developed a brand new technology for the Adora and SLQ
WP. The WetClean function provides particularly gentle care for your
most delicate pieces of clothing – even more gentle than any hand wash
programme. This allows you to treat even your most sensitive fabrics in
your washing machine.
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Your favourite programme at the touch of a button
Anti-mite function in conjunction with

The favourites button allows you to store your most commonly used
programmes and access them with ease: another good reason to go
for a washing machine with a higher convenience level.
Hygiene recommendation and appliance hygiene
programme

Over time, germs and unpleasant smells can develop in a washing
machine. To make sure this doesn’t happen, we’ve developed our
hygiene recommendation function. The appliance alerts you if it has
been a long time since you’ve selected a programme running at a
minimum of 60 °C. You can decide whether the washing machine
should apply a programme with at least 60 °C or whether it should
run the appliance hygiene programme, which uses hot steam to give
the machine a thorough clean. As a result, your washing machine will
stay hygienically clean throughout its entire service life.
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Adora washing machines

Intuitive and
 onvenient operation
c
We pay closest attention to the design, materials and operating concept for our
panels. We have even incorporated a standardised panel design for Adora
washing machines and tumble dryers – making them even easier to use.

Our focus: design and easy operation

An operating concept for every convenience level

The operating panel plays a key role when using your Adora washing
machine. Having a standardised design makes it even easier for you to
operate your appliances. The panels vary depending on the convenience level: from a modern, full-colour touch display to a tried-and-tested
digital display with push buttons.

The operating concept is the same for every convenience level – it stands
out from the crowd thanks to its clear and logical structure, making it
particularly intuitive. The tried-and-tested press and go concept makes
sure that the majority of programmes can be selected at a single touch
of a button. The pivoting panel guarantees even more ergonomic
operation: to provide the ideal level of lighting and a clear view of
all operating and display elements, the position of the panel can be
adjusted by 45° with a quick swivel.

Full-colour touch display

The full-colour touch display for the Adora SLQ WP has everything you
could wish for. The one-of-a-kind quality of the display guarantees easy
reading and ultimate comfort during operation. Symbols and text are
supported by additional full-colour explanatory images. The lightest
touch of the buttons is all it takes to select the desired programme.
Because the buttons do not protrude, the operating panel is also very
easy to clean.

Adora SLQ WP
Convenient touch display

Adora L
Panel with digital display and push buttons
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Adora washing machines

Product comparison: Adora
washing machines

Do something good –
for the environment
and yourself

Adora SLQ WP

Adora L

Design options

If you believe in the importance of looking after our resources, then you have
something in common with V-ZUG: Adora washing machines achieve the lowest
possible consumption levels and apply our EcoManagement solution to make
them even more economical.

Heat pump technology

■

Front loader

■

■

Design (white)

■

■

Chrome door

■

White door
Door opening
Load (kg)

Your decision to buy a V-ZUG appliance is a decision to

EcoManagement: even more economical on request

help the environment

The EcoManagement function enables you to display how much energy
and water your washing machine uses: with the Eco button, which can
be selected with each programme, the programme will run slightly
longer but consume less energy. With the Adora SLQ WP washing
machine, you can even choose from a number of EcoHybrid settings,
depending on how much time you have. The highest EcoHybrid setting
helps you to achieve record energy efficiency: you save up to 55 %
more energy than a conventional washing machine.

As the Swiss market leader, we take a great deal of responsibility
when handling resources. For years, we have been working hard
to develop incredibly economical household appliances; in fact, we
were the first manufacturer in the world to launch a washing machine
with heat pump technology. The Adora SLQ WP consumes around
55 % less electricity than a conventional washing machine, making it
V-ZUG’s most environmentally friendly washing machine of all time.
However, the Adora SLQ WP isn’t the only appliance with low energy
consumption – every single washing machine in the Adora range beats
the best A+++ energy efficiency rating thanks to its low consumption.
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Drum capacity (l)

■

l/r

l/r

1–8

1–8

60

60

Energy efficiency rating

A+++

A+++

Better than A+++ energy efficiency rating

–50 %

–10 %

A

A

Spin drying efficiency class
Applications
WetClean

■

Steam anti-crease

■

Hygiene recommendation

■

Appliance hygiene

■

Anti-mite

■

■

Vibration Absorbing System (VAS)

■

■

Sprint programme 20–60 °C

■

■

Favourites

■

Fabric types

■

Extra programmes

■

EcoFunction

■

EcoManagement

■

Degree of soiling

■

Spin speed (rpm)

400–1600

Soil sensor

■

Partial load for water and energy economy

■

Recirculating pump

■

■

400–1400

■

Operation

Entry-level model or premium appliance?

Pivoting panel

If you’ve decided to go for an Adora washing machine, then you can rest assured of first-class Swiss quality.
Choosing the right convenience level for your own requirements depends entirely on your needs. If all you’re
looking for is a basic washing machine, then the Adora L is an excellent entry-level model featuring all the essential
functions you need. Alternatively, if ironing really isn’t your thing, then we recommend a higher convenience level
so that you can take advantage of the steam anti-crease programme. If you’re interested in the top of the range,
then look no further than the Adora SLQ WP: this appliance comes complete with heat pump technology and
is the most energy efficient washing machine in the world.

Panel

■

■

Acrylic glass

Acrylic film

Touch operation

Push buttons

Touch display, 6 languages

Digital, 4 digits

EcoStandby

■

■

Delayed start (up to 24 h)

■

■

OptiTime

■

Operation
Display
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Adora washing machines

Adora SLQ WP

Adora L

Construction

The V-ZUG premium appliance: the first
washing machine with heat pump technology
is our champion when it comes to energy.

The entry-level model featuring reliable Swiss
quality from V-ZUG.

Programmes

Programmes

– Front loader
– Floor-mounted appliance, tower-compatible
–	Door opening on the left/right
–	Opening Ø 35 cm
–	Door opening angle: 180°

�
�
�
�
8
�
'
�
"
$
�
�
1
%
�
!
�
�
#
�
�
�
�

Load 1–8 kg
Hot wash/colours 20–95 °C
Cold wash 20 °C
Sprint 40/60 °C
Wool 30 °C
Hand wash 20 °C
WetClean
Favourites
Fabric types
Degree of soiling/Anti-mite
Eco
Extra programme
Easy care
Pre-wash
Steam anti-crease
Delayed start
Spin speed/stop after rinsing
AquaPlus
Turbidity sensor
Plain text display/languages
Appliance hygiene
EcoManagement
OptiTime

Energy
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�
�
8
�
�
1
%
!
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�

Load 1–8 kg
Hot wash/colours 20–95 °C
Cold wash 20 °C
Sprint 40/60 °C
Wool 30 °C
Hand wash 20 °C
Anti-mite
Easy care
Pre-wash
Delayed start
Spin speed/stop after rinsing
AquaPlus

Energy
Spinning
efficiency

ECO

Standby

10

Spinning
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 850 × 595 × 597 mm

H × W × D: 850 × 595 × 597 mm

WAASLQWPZ l/1101462004 left hinge

WAALZ l/1101062004 left hinge

WAASLQWPZr/1101462014 right hinge

WAALZr/1101062014 right hinge
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Adora
heat pump dryers
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Adora heat pump dryers

Optimal care for your
fabrics
The programmes for Adora tumble dryers achieve top results: the fast
programmes apply the ideal treatment to a range of different fabrics and relieve
a lot of the burden during housework.

Microbiological investigations
conducted by the Veritas laboratory
have confirmed the effectiveness of the
baby garment programme.

One of a kind – the Sprint programme for the Adora TSLQ WP
73 min

7 kg

The delicate care of the down
programme has been tested and
confirmed by the Swiss Textile Testing
Institute TESTEX.

92 min
52 min

4 kg

68 min
41 min

2,5 kg

Ultra care – for especially fine fabrics

Moisture and heat stay in the dryer

There is no gentler method for drying sensitive materials than this
programme. The secret? Low temperatures and a shorter programme
duration.

In addition to the versatile and practical programmes, there are two
more arguments for the Adora heat pump dryer: the closed process
cycle and easy cleaning. Highly efficient heat exchangers extract heat
and moisture from washing so that they are not released outside but
remain in the closed drying system. This prevents your mirrors from
becoming tarnished and keeps the air in the bathroom or laundry room
constantly pleasant. The closed cycle is also a key advantage if you
want to position your dryer in the smallest rooms or if you are using it
in a building developed to the latest standards (such as for Minergie
buildings).

Basket programme – gentle drying without any
movement

With the practical drying basket, you can dry shoes, gloves, cuddly
toys or fabrics in the drum without moving it for even gentler care. All
you have to do is place the fabrics in the dryer. The drying basket can
be ordered as an accessory for all Adora tumble dryers. The basket
programme can be selected using the «Fabric types» option.

54 min
Laundry spun at 1,600 rpm
Laundry spun at 1,000 rpm
Dry in no time thanks to cutting-edge technology from V-ZUG. Whether
you’re drying 7 kg or just 2.5 kg, the additional Sprint function dries your
washing in record time.

The ideal additional programme for drying your washing in record
time: the Sprint function pushes the heat pump to maximum output so
that your washing dries even quicker.

while achieving perfect hygienic results. By using lower temperatures,
the special down programme applies exceptionally gentle treatment
to the fabric and dries your downs so that they are fluffy and soft, right
down to the very last feather.

Eco – resource-efficient drying

Wools – the programme for soft wools

The Eco button enables you to choose the most energy-efficient method
for drying your fabrics. The programme may take a little longer but dries
your fabrics in an even more resource-efficient manner.

Wool items are dried carefully by spinning the drum slowly and applying
low temperatures. The wool programme is located under the «Fabric
types» button.

Favourites button – for your favourite programmes

Fabric types – the right treatment for a range of fabrics

Fluffing programme – as good as new

Save the three programmes you use the most. This gives you quick
and easy access to your favourite programmes – which you can then
change at any time.

This button allows you to directly select a range of different programmes
– for silks, baby garments, denim, bedding, towelling or a number of
other fabric types. Take the baby garments programme for instance; it
keeps your baby’s clothes superbly soft to protect against skin irritation

With this speedy yet highly efficient finishing programme, your knitwear
feels as fresh and fluffy as new. By applying heat in doses, it loosens
the fibres and pushes them up.

Sprint – drying in the blink of an eye

Quick and easy to clean
Crease guard – makes ironing even easier

The crease guard programme is particularly well-suited to blouses, shirts,
t-shirts and cotton trousers. Applying gentle heat over a programme
duration of 20 minutes, you can finish drying your clothes on the hanger.
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Cleaning and maintaining your Adora heat pump dryer is also delightfully simple: both the door screen and filter mats can be cleaned easily
and conveniently. And you don’t have worry about heat exchanger for
the entirety its service life – it’s completely maintenance-free.
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Adora heat pump dryers

Clear and convenient
operation
The operating panel plays a key role when using your Adora heat pump dryer.
This is why we pay the closest attention to the design, materials and operating
concept for our panels.

Full-colour touch display for the Adora TSLQ WP

An operating concept for every convenience level

The full-colour touch display for the highest convenience level has
everything you could wish for. The one-of-a-kind quality of the display
guarantees easy reading and ultimate convenience during operation.
A brief touch of a button is all it takes to pick your programme – the
touch display is exceptionally sensitive and precise.

The operating concept is the same for every convenience level: it is
distinguished by its clear and logical structure, making it particularly
intuitive. The tried-and-tested press and go concept makes sure that the
majority of programmes can be selected at a single touch of a button.
The drying process starts automatically after a few seconds.

Adora TSLQ WP
Convenient touch display

Adora TL WP
Panel with digital display and push buttons
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Adora heat pump dryers

Eco-friendly and
efficient drying
All of our tumble dryers are equipped with innovative heat pump technology,
enabling the appliances to achieve the highest energy efficiency standards.

Product comparison:
Adora heat pump dryers
Adora TSLQ WP

Adora TL WP

Heat pump dryers

■

■

Design (white)

■

■

Floor-mounted appliance, tower-compatible

■

■

l/r

l/r

Design options

Door opening
Load (kg)

1–7

1–7

Energy efficiency rating

A+++

A++

Better than A+++ energy efficiency rating

–10 %

Noise emissions dB(A)

62

64

Electronic moisture sensor

■

■

Electronic load sensor

■

Signal at the end of the programme

■

Functions
Automatic programmes

28

16

EcoManagement

■

Extra dry

■

■

Your decision to buy a V-ZUG appliance is a decision to

EcoManagement: even more economical drying on request

Standard dry

■

■

help the environment

Our EcoManagement solution allows you to keep a close eye on your
dryer’s energy consumption: a consumption display shows you the
projected energy requirements before the start of the programme and
then shows the actual consumption levels once the programme has
finished. You can also choose to display the appliance’s total energy
consumption or the average consumption over the last 25 programmes
– for complete drying transparency.

Iron dry

■

■

Damp

■

■

Wool

■

Favourites

■

Fabric types

■

■

Basket programme

■

■

As a Swiss market leader, we take a great deal of responsibility when
handling resources. For years, we have been working hard to develop
economical household appliances; in fact, we were the first manufacturer in the world to launch a tumble dryer with heat pump technology.
The efficient heat pump recovers heat from the process and recycles it
for gentle care at low temperatures. Adora heat pump dryers stand out
from the crowd thanks to their top energy efficiency values.
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SilentPlus dB(A)

60

Eco programme

■

Sprint

■

ReversePlus

■

Crease guard

■

Timed drying

■

Ultra care

■

Easy care

■

■

■

■

Acrylic glass

Acrylic film

Touch operation

Push buttons

Full-colour touch display, 6 languages

Digital, 4 digits

Delayed start (up to 24 h)

■

■

EcoStandby (0 watts)

■

■

■

■

Operation
Pivoting panel

Dryer or washing line?

Panel

The functionality of our washers and dryers is based not only on our experience, but also on the way people
like to use them. Are you the sort of person who hangs their laundry carefully and leaves it to air dry once it’s
been washed? Or do you prefer to make your life easier by throwing it all straight into the dryer? If you’d like
to take advantage of the right programme for every type of fabric, we recommend our premium tumble dryer:
the Adora TSLQ WP.

Operation
Display
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Adora heat pump dryers

Adora TSLQ WP

Construction

Adora TL WP

Construction

Our premium appliance comes with cuttingedge controls and is the ideal companion to
the Adora SLQ WP.

– TSLQ WP heat pump dryer
– Drum volume: 105 litres
– Floor-mounted appliance, tower-compatible
– Opening Ø 42 cm
– Door opening angle: 180°

The entry level model with traditional V-ZUG
quality, manufactured in Switzerland – just like
all other Adora tumble dryers.

– TL WP heat pump dryer
– Drum volume: 105 litres
– Floor-mounted appliance, tower-compatible
– Opening Ø 42 cm
– Door opening angle: 180°

Programmes

�
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�
�

Load
Extra dry
Standard dry
Iron dry
Damp
Wool
Favourites
Fabric types
Crease guard
Timed drying/airing
Delayed start
ReversePlus
WetClean
Crease guard
Airing
Easy care
Ultra care
Full-colour touch display/languages
SilentPlus
Eco
EcoManagement
Sprint

Energy
10

Programmes

�
3
2
�
�
"
)
!
�
�
�
0

Load
Extra dry
Standard dry
Iron dry
Damp
Fabric types
Timed drying/airing
Delayed start
ReversePlus
Crease guard
Airing
Easy care

Energy
ECO

Standby

Energy
efficiency

ECO

Standby

Appliance dimensions

Appliance dimensions

H × W × D: 850 × 595 × 600 mm

H × W × D: 850 × 595 × 600 mm

WTATSLQWPZl/1200662004 left hinge

WTATLWPZ l/1200462004 right hinge

WTATSLQWPZr/1200662014 right hinge

WTATLWPZr/1200462014 right hinge
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Combi-steam cooker and steam cooker

Combi-steam cooker and steam
cooker features and ACCESSORIES

Combi-steam cooker and steam
cooker features and ACCESSORIES

1

J23014.017

2 «Magical Steaming» recipe book

J23003.923

3 «Baking Treats» recipe book

J21021.923

4

Vacuisine brochure – inspirational recipes from top chefs and all the key
1029752
information about Vacuisine (sous-vide cooking)

▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery

■

Compatible with appliance

▲ (1)
▲ (1)
■

■

(■) Position on wire shelf

▲ (1)
■

■

■

10

11

Art. no.

1 Cooking tray, unperforated, ⅔ GN, height 40 mm

K42365

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

2 Cooking tray, unperforated, ⅔ GN, height 40 mm, with lip

K42366

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

3 Cooking tray, unperforated, ½ GN, height 40 mm

K50319

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

4 Cooking tray, unperforated, ½ GN, height 65 mm

K50320

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

5 Cooking tray, unperforated, ⅓ GN, height 40 mm

K23223

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

6 Cooking tray, unperforated, ⅓ GN, height 65 mm

K27358

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

7 Cooking tray, unperforated, ⅓ GN, height 100 mm

K27359

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

8 Cooking tray, perforated, ⅔ GN, height 40 mm

K42363

(■)

(■)

▲ (1)

(■)

9 Cooking tray, perforated, ⅔ GN, height 65 mm

K42367

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

10 Cooking tray, perforated, ½ GN, height 40 mm

K50327

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

11 Cooking tray, perforated, ⅓ GN, height 40 mm

K23208

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

Description

▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery

Further accessories at vzug.com
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9

Combair-Steam SL 60

1 «Fast Steaming» recipe book

8

5

Steam HSE 60

Art. no.

7

4

Combi-Steam XSL 60 /Steam XSL

Description

6

3

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60*

4

Combair-Steam SL 60

3

Combi-Steam XSL 60

2

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60*

1

→

2

■

Compatible with appliance

(■) Position on wire shelf

*Metallic accessories cannot be used with microwave mode
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Combi-steam cooker and steam cooker

1

■

■

(■)

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

K27357

2 Cooking tray, perforated,
W × D × H: 452 × 380 × 28 mm

K40008

3 Cooking tray, perforated,
W × D × H: 430 × 370 × 25 mm

K40011

■

4 Cooking tray, plastic, perforated, ⅓ GN, height 52 mm

K40199

▲ (1)

(■)

■

■

(■)

5 Stainless steel tray, unperforated, ⅔ GN, height 20 mm

K42362

(■)

■

■

▲ (1)

■

6 Stainless steel tray, unperforated, ⅓ GN, height 20 mm

K23224

(■)

(■)

■

■

(■)

7 Stainless steel tray, unperforated,
W × D × H: 452 × 380 × 28 mm

K40007

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

8 Stainless steel tray, unperforated,
W × D × H: 430 × 370 × 25 mm

K40010

9 Baking tray, TopClean, W × D × H: 452 × 380 × 28 mm

K44005

10 Baking tray, dual enamel,
W × D × H: 430 × 370 × 25 mm
▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery

K44077
■

Compatible with appliance

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

▲ (1)
▲ (1)

▲ (1)

Art. no.

1 Hardened glass dish, W × D × H: 430 × 345 × 25 mm

K22503

▲ (1)

2 Wire shelf, chrome-nickel steel, ⅔ GN

K43206

3 Wire shelf, chrome-nickel steel, W × D: 453 × 380 mm

K44122

4 Wire shelf, chrome-nickel steel, W × D: 430 × 370 mm

K44120

▲ (1)

5 Porcelain dish, white, ⅔ GN, height 65 mm

K27621

(■)

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

6 Porcelain dish, white, ½ GN, height 65 mm

K27622

(■)

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

7 Porcelain dish, white, ⅓ GN, height 65 mm

K27626

(■)

(■)

(■)

■

(■)

Description

▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery
▲ (1)

■

Compatible with appliance

■

▲ (1)
▲ (1)

▲ (1)
▲ (1)

(■) Position on wire shelf

▲ (1)

(■) Position on wire shelf

Further accessories at vzug.com
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7

Combair-Steam SL 60

(■)

1 Cooking tray, perforated, ⅓ GN, height 65 mm

6

Steam HSE 60

(■)

Art. no.

3/4

team XSL

Combair-Steam SL 60

Description

2

5

Steam HSE 60

9/10

Steam XSL

7/8

5

Combi-Steam XSL 60

6

4

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60*

2/3

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60*

1

Combi-steam cooker and steam
cooker features and ACCESSORIES

Combi-Steam XSL 60

Combi-steam cooker and steam
cooker features and ACCESSORIES

*Metallic accessories cannot be used with microwave mode
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Combi-steam cooker and steam cooker

Combi-steam cooker and steam
cooker features and ACCESSORIES

Art. no.

Combair-Steam SL 60

Description

4

Steam HSE 60

3

Steam XSL

2

Combi-Steam XSL 60

Art. no.

1

Combair-Steam SL 60

Description

13

Steam HSE 60

12

Steam XSL

11

8

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60*

7

Combi-Steam XSL 60

9/10

4/5/6

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60*

1/2/3

Combi-steam cooker and steam
cooker features and ACCESSORIES

■

■

■

■

■

1 Stainless steel steam insert for porcelain dish, ⅔ GN

K21254

1 Oshibori hot towels, set of 6 pcs.

1029704

2 Stainless steel steam insert for porcelain dish, ½ GN

K21243

2 Water tank lid

1008625

3 Stainless steel steam insert for porcelain dish, ⅓ GN

K21252

3 Sealing pads for Vacuisine with food probe, one roll of 100 cm

1029496

■

■

4 Round baking tray, with TopClean, Ø 24 cm

K34527

(■)

(■)

(■)

(■)

5 Round baking tray, with TopClean, Ø 29 cm

K34528

(■)

(■)

(■)

(■)

4 Durgol descaling agent

B28005

▲

▲

6 Round baking tray, with TopClean, Ø 31 cm

K34529

(■)

(■)

(■)

(■)

7 Stainless steel terrine mould, hemispherical, 60 × 60 × 300 mm

K27623

■

■

■

■

■

8 Stainless steel terrine mould, triangular, 55 × 55 × 300 mm

K27624

■

■

■

■

■

9 Fully extending runner, 2 levels

K40210

■

■

10 Fully extending runner, 2 levels

K40211

■

■

11 Fully extending runner, 3 levels

1045108

12 ThermoBox for ⅓ GN, up to max. height of 65 mm

K37234

■

■

■

■

■

13 Sushi blade including manufacturer’s instructions

K50895

■

■

■

■

■

▲ Included in scope of delivery

■

Compatible with appliance

▲ Included in scope of delivery

■

Compatible with appliance

■
■

▲

▲

▲

(■) Position on wire shelf

■

(■) Position on wire shelf

Key to GN Gastronorm sizes
Width (W)

×

Depth (D)

⅔ GN

325 mm

×

354 mm

½ GN

325 mm

×

265 mm

⅓ GN

325 mm

×

177 mm

Further accessories at vzug.com
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*Metallic accessories cannot be used with microwave mode
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Ovens

Oven features
and ACCESSORIES

1

2/3/4

Oven features
and ACCESSORIES

5/6/7

3

Combair XSE 60

■

K44006

2 Rotisserie spit with frame

K54009

■

■

3 Baking tray with TopClean

K54000

3 Porcelain dish, white, ⅔ GN, height 65 mm

K27621

■

■

■

■

■

■

4 Baking tray with TopClean

K44005

▲ (2)

▲ (2)

▲ (2)

▲ (2)

4 Porcelain dish, white, ½ GN, height 65 mm

K27622

■

■

■

■

■

■

5 Round baking tray, with TopClean,
Ø 24 cm

K34527

■

■

■

■

5 Porcelain dish, white, ⅓ GN, height 65 mm

K27626

■

■

■

■

■

■

6 Round baking tray, with TopClean,
Ø 29 cm

K34528

■

■

■

■

7 Round baking tray, with TopClean,
Ø 31 cm

K34529

■

■

■

■

8 Wire shelf

K44119

9 Wire shelf

K44102

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

10 Fully extending runner, 3 levels

K40207

■

■

11 Fully extending runner, 3 levels

K40208

■

■

J21021.014

2 Baking tray, brilliant enamel

▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery

■

Combair XSE 60

■

1 «Baking Treats» recipe book

Combair XSL 60

K34563

Art. no.

Combair SL 60

1 Roasting basket with food probe

Description

Combair SLP 60

Combair XSEP 60

5

Combair XSL 60

4

Combair SE 60

10/11

Combair SL 60

9

2

Combair SLP 60

8

1

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

▲ (1)

■

Description

▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery

Art. no.

■

Compatible with appliance

Compatible with appliance

Further accessories at vzug.com
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Cookers

Vacuum drawer

Coffee-Center features
and ACCESSORIES

1

Description
1/2

3

1 DLS descaler 100 ml

Art. no.

Vacuum drawer 60 144 /220

■

1 Vacuum bags, 50 pcs., 180 × 280 mm

1012506

▲ (1)

2 Vacuum bags, 50 pcs., 240 × 350 mm

1012507

▲ (1)

3 Sealing pads for Vacuisine with food probe, one roll of 100 cm

1029496

■

Description

▲ (Number) included in scope of delivery

Art. no.

■

B28020

Supremo XSL 60

Vacuum and warming drawer
features and ACCESSORIES

■

Compatible with appliance

Hob features and ACCESSORIES

Compatible with appliance

1

2

Description
1 Construction set: bridge for hob combinations, flush-fitting

3

Art. no.
H63789

2 Cover/chopping board for Teppan Yaki, GK17TIYSFZ

1021462

3 Premium Teppan Yaki plate for Fullflex induction (included in delivery)

1037885

Further accessories at vzug.com
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Coffee-Center/hobs

Range hoods

Range hood features
and ACCESSORIES

2

3

1

2

Art. no.

1 Remote control of Premira models DIPQ/DWPQ/DFPQSL

1046973

2 Recirculation box for base area with standard activated charcoal filter, maintenance-free for
approx. 3.5 years
For changing the downdraft and hob extractor to recirculation mode
3 Construction set: bridge for DSMS hob hood with hob combinations, flush-fitting

1012161

H63789
3

4		5

The filter is capable of regeneration and has a service life of up to 3 years. It must be
cleaned in the dishwasher or with warm water and mild detergent every 2 to 3 months,
then dried in the oven at 100 °C

Adora 60 SLVi

Long-life activated charcoal filter

Art. no.

Adora 60 SLdi

The innovative carbon filter efficiently absorbs odours and boasts a high level of
mechanical resistance. This can be cleaned every 3 to 6 months for 60 minutes at
200 °C in the oven. The odour filter must be replaced after 3 years. This filter is more
efficient than the long-life activated charcoal filter.

Adora 60 SLWPVi

Long-life plus activated charcoal filter

1 Vario cutlery basket insert

W83586

▲

▲

▲

2 Glass compartment for lower basket

1015132

■

■

■

■

3 Additional tray for the lower basket

W83934

■

■

■

4 Lower basket for glasses

1013007

■

■

5 Set of easy prongs (4 pieces)

W83899

▲

▲

9 Mirror glass decorative front

W83526

Description

▲ Included in scope of delivery

■

■

Adora 60 NVi

4 The corresponding installation accessories are illustrated in the kitchen appliance planning aids or on vzug.com.

Adora 60 Ndi

Description

4

Adora 60 SLGViB

1

Dishwasher features
and ACCESSORIES

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

▲

▲

▲

▲

■

Compatible with appliance

Standard activated charcoal filter

The odour filter, comprising an individual mix of activated carbon, has a service life of
6 months to 5 years, depending on size, weight and quantity. The filter is not capable
of regeneration and must be replaced after the time specified.

Further accessories at vzug.com
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FEATURES AND accessories

Washing machine
features and ACCESSORIES

Heat pump dryer
features and ACCESSORIES

1

W31357

■

■

2 Outlet hose, 4 m (set)

W33543

■

■

■

Art. no.

Adora TL WP

Adora L

1 Adora convenient storage drawer

Description

2

Adora TSLQ WP

Art. no.

Adora SLQ WP

1

1 Adora convenient storage drawer

W31357

■

■

2 Drying basket

W55884

■

■

3 Combi outlet set (connect to washer outlet hose)

W55969

■

■

4 Door hinge 130° (alcove installation)

W54086

■

■

5 Film for accessibility for blind people

1014377

Description

Compatible with appliance

■

■

Compatible with appliance

Further accessories at vzug.com
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